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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

OR December II, 1963, Senator George Smathers of 

Florida a poke these word® during the memorial services 

in the Senate of the United States: "John Fitzgerald 

Kennedy will be a living force in generations unborn, 

through his idealism, his eloquence, and the terrible 

circumstances of his death#"1 It is with on# of the 

less well know aspects of that eloquence that this 

work will deal# 

Prior to being elected President, Kennedy helped 

introduce a m m medium to political campaigning--face-to-

face television debates with his opponent, Richard M* 

Nixon.2 Many people probably think of Kennedy's public 

speaking in terms of persuasive political oratory. 

Various rhetorical studies have been conducted in this 

area of his speaking and have been reported in 

Son® of these are "A Study In Political 

Persuasion, The Kennedy-Nixon Debates," by Jerome B* 

«s in the 
Congress of the Halted states {Washington, 1964), p» 9* 

^Glenn P« Gapp, Famous Speeches In American 
(Indianapolis and New York, 1963), " 



Poliskyj3 "Alfred E» Smith and John F* Kennedy* The 

Religious Issue During the Presidential Campaigns of 

1928 and 1960,n in which an analysis was made of the 

methods of persuasion by William David Smith;^ and "Sthos 

in the Presidential Campaign of I960," by Paul Rosenthal*5 

President Kennedy*3 speaking, like the speaking of 

any President, mas not limited to persuasive or political 

speaking. Due to the office and its prestige, presidents 

are often involved in ceremonial occasions« The speeches 

delivered on these occasions are usually not too well 

renumbered# Of course, an exception to this would be 

Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, which was ceremonial, but 

most of the great oratory is of the deliberative nature 

because deliberative speeches deal with ideas that male© a 

difference in the affair® of sen and state, Ger^ronial 

speeches are given more for a particular occasion. How-

ever, since the time of Aristotle, ceremonial oratory 

has been recognised as an Important part of rhetoric• 

great interest was aroused in President Kennedy*s handling-

of this type oratory while studying a few samples of 

3lax Nelson. "Abstract® of Theses in the Field of 
Speech,n gp«»efa fjpoographa, XXXIII (August, 1966), 250. 

•̂Clyde ¥,. Dow, "Abstracts of Theses in the Field of 
Speech," Speech f-Sono&raphs. 11X11 {August, 19651, 2$2. 

5ciyde W, Dow, "Abstracts of Theses in the Field of 
Speech," Speech Monographs. XXXI (August, 1964), 25?, 



ceremonial 3p@ald.11g in course work at North Texas State 

University, This interest was followed up, and it was 

found that rhetorical studies were lacking in this area 

of Kennedy*s speaking. The inaugural address lias been 

the onl3~ work thus far studied. A study of it was made 

by Donald L« Ifolforth, which he entitled, "John F. Kennedy 

in the Tradition of Inaugural Addresses."6 

Therefore, it was felt that a contribution could be 

nade by analysing camples of President Kennedy*s speechos 

delivered on special occasions in order to describe what 

he used in such situations and where possible to attempt 

to explain why ha used these devices. This study will be 

done in light of principles given by soae classical and 

modern rhetoricians concerning the ceremonial speech* The 

specific criteria will be the rhetorical canons of inven-

tion, disposition, and style. 

Aristotle and Cicero will be used as sources from 

the classical period--Aristotle because he is probably 

the most highly esteemed figure in classical rhetoric 

and the author of The Rhetoric. generally considered 

the most important single work in literature of speech-

craft} and Cicero, who represents the best of Roman 

rhetoric, has been selected because of his work in 

elaborating upon the cerenonial speech and style, 

^Donald L. i/olforth, "John F. Kennedy in the Tradition 
of Inaugural Addresses,* Quarterly Journal of Speech. XLVII 
{April, 1961), 130. ' ~ ' 



The modern writers and the works to be considered 

are William Norwood Briganc©, Speech. Its Techniques and 

M m M M m A la A tot SsMsSZl Alan H. Monroe and Douglas 

Shninger, Principle® and Tsmma of Speech! William Hayes 

Yeager, A Speech For. Svenr Occasions William £» Oilman, 

Bowsr Aly and Hollis White, The Fundamentals of Speaking* 

Speech Criticism. by Lester Thonssen and A. Craig 

Daird, will be used to set up a format for the description 

and evaluation. 

An attempt has been made to select speeches fro© a 

variety of ceremonial occasions, and at the sane time to 

draw from situations that are fairly COBBDOQ* Seven such 

speeches will be used as representatives. The titles of 

the speeches and a brief background of each follows, 

*The Inaugural Address" 

This address was delivered January 20, 1961 in 

Washington, D. C. The speech followed Kennedy's narrow 

victory over Richard Nixon. He won by a small margin of 

approximately 120,000 popular votes and an electoral college 

majority of 303 to 219 J The inauguration day was bitter 

cold and severe snowstorms of the two previous days cut 

down on the attendance at the open air ceremony. In 

addition to those present, millions viewed the speech 

?Capp, p. 234. 



over national television and other millions heard it over 

the radio•§ 

"Address At Korth Carolina Upon 
Receiving An Honorary Degree" 

This speech. was given October 12, 1961« The occa-

sion was a "University Day Convocation." He spoke, 

immediately after receiving an honorary degree of Doctor 

of Laws, to aore than 30,000 students, faculty members 

and townspeople *9 

"Address In lew York At The national Football 
Foundation And Hall Of Fame Banquet" 

Kennedy addressed 1,500 football devotees assembled 

on December 5, 1961. Prior to speaking, he accepted the 

fifth Gold Medal Award of the National Football Founda~ 

tion and Hall of Fame* Being the third chief executive 

to be so honored, he was honored as a former football 

player, on the freshman and junior varsity team at Har-

vard, and as a man who had carried his identification 

with the American sport of football to the pinnacle of 

American public life.10 

&Ibld. 

9Hew York Times. October 13, 1961. 

IQlbld., December 6, 1961. 
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"Commencement Address At San 

Ditgo Stat® College" 

Prior to delivering this speech on June 6, 1963, 

Kennedy was awarded m honorary Doctor of l»aws Degree, 

and a citation which read, *He looks to the potential 

of the future rathe* than the achievement# and frustra-

tions of the past*K^ 

"Remarks Of Welcome To The President Of 

Pakistan At Andrews Air Fore# Base® 

The President of the United States quit# often has 

the responsibility of welcoming official guests to this 

country. One occasion in which Kennedy performed this 

task occurred on JUly 11, 1961 • At that time, he wel-

comed President Ayah Khan of Pakistan# 

"Remarks At-The Dedication Of The 
Delaware-Maryland Turnpike" 

Another common duty of the President is that of 

delivering speeches of dedication# The om that will 

be used in this st**dy was given at the dedication of 

the Delaware-Maryland Turnpike, November 14, 1963* 

"Remark* At The Ground Breaking For The Robert 
Frost Library At Asflrierst College" 

On this occasion, Kennedy actually fulfilled two 

purposes in speaking* He briefly eulogized Robert Frost 

13-Ibid*. June 7, 1963. 



and also signified the importance of the ground breaking 

for the n©n library* The speech was given October 26, 

1963. 

The texts for t h e speeches t o be studied have been 

taken from The Public Papers of the Presidents» In the 

preface of the 1961 volume the following statement is 

foundJ 

Addresses and speeches have been printed 
as actually delivered. In a few instances 
t h e Whit© House lsvuad advance releases* based 
on the prepared text of addresses or remarks, 
which differ from the text as actually delivered * 
Such releases have been properly noted*12 

(None of the speeches being used have been thus noted.} 

People in responsible positions, who are engager* in 

numerous speaking situations, usually employ speech 

writers to help in the preparation of their speeches* 

When speech writers are employed, they are usually selected 

because they reflect the asm® basic ideas as the person 

for whoa they will write# In most cases, speeches that 

are developed by writers are done so after the principal 

figure has suggested certain main Idea©# 

It is a well known fact that Kennedy had a large 

staff, which he had selected very carefully. He had 

great respect for the individuals -who made up h i s staff 

^Public Papers of the Presidents (Wash!ngton, 1961), 
p. ix. (Henceforth this v/ork will be referred to as P» P» P«) 



and worked then* v e r y cic-s&l;/* i CuST" w r o r o , i-facn , ,Kcimedyn 

Is ro'erred t o In t h i s work, the r e a l tr.earJ.iig will be 

"Kennedy and staff," 

The Man 

John Fitzgerald Kennedy was fortunate to be born to 

the family of Joseph P. Kennedy, a Harvard graduate and 

bank president on the scent of millions in Boston, Massa-

chusetts, on May 29* 1917. His mother was Rose Fitzgerald 

Kennedy, of a prominent political family in Boston»*3 

John Kennedy grew up in a political environment* Both 

of his grandfathers, Patrick J« Kennedy and John Fitzgerald, 

were well known in Massachusetts politics, having held 

various public offices. His father was deeply interested 

in politics and was appointed United States Ambassador 

to Great Britain in 1937 and served until 194-0# John was 

first introduced to political campaigning at the age of 

five when hla grandfather Fitzgerald, who was running for 

Governor, took him on a stumping tour.-^ In spite of his 

political background, John gave little indication of becoming 

a politician. His older brother, Joseph Jr., was consid-

ered the most likely politician in the family# Joseph was 

•*•3James Playsted VJood, Tho Life and Words of John F. 
Kennedy (Elm Grove, Wisconsin, 1 9 5 4 p . 13# ~ 

14piora Stroussa, John Fitzgerald Kennedys Man of Gouy-
age (uhicago, 1964;, p. 11. 



the sociable outgoing type, whereas John was quiet and 

reserved* His family thought John would baeoat a writer 

or a teacher, but when Joseph was killed in World War XX, 

John decided on a political career*X5 Fourteen years after 

entering his first political race he attained the Presi-

dency of the United States* 

The elder Kennedy encouraged in his nine children a 

lively competitiveness and a deep interest in public affairs• 

John Kennedy stated during the I960 presidential campaign, 

nI grew up in a very strict house, and one where there were 

no free riders, and everyone was expected to give their 

best to what they did,"16 Hie home influence carried over 

into Kennedy's personal philosophy of life for h® further 

stated, "There Is no sense In trying to do anything 'unless 

you give it your maximum effort. You may not succeed, but 

at least the effort and dedication and interest should be 

there*nX7 

Joseph Kennedy assured his children of financial 

independence by endowing each with a trust fund of more 

than $1,000,000. The reason the elder Kennedy gave for 

doing this was that the Kennedy brood isight be free froa 

awndan® labor®, so it could devote itself to public serviced 

15Wood, p* 14. I6lbid», p. 13. 

IfrCbid. 

^%rle Sevareid, editor. Candidates 1960 (New York, 1959), 
p. 1&8. 
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John Kennedy never attended a public school, but was 

sent to the best private schools. When he was thirteen, 

John left hoae for the first time. He was sent to Can-

terbury School, a Catholic school run by laymen, in New 

Milford, Connecticut. Sports ware fine at Canterbury, 

but John's grades were not. The next year, after recovering 

from an append* ctosiy, John transferred to Choate Academy in 

Wallington.3-9 

The years Kennedy spent at Choate were somewhat dis-

appointing to his father. Living in the shadow of his older 

brother, Joe, John*s grades were average while Joe*s were 

superior, and John failed to make the varsity football squad 

while Joe was a star. John was admonished by the authorities 

for the many innocent boyish pranks in which he was involved 

with his friends. But he did make the cheering squad and for 

two years was a competent business manager of the yearbook. 

At choate he became a leader in after-lights*»out bull 

sessions, for he loved to argue and, once he was convinced 

that he was right, he would never change his mind. He 

loved history, but languages and science bored him. He 

spelled badly and constructed his themes awkwardly, but 

^food, p. 19. 

20jaraes MacGregor Burns, John Kennedy (New York, I960), • 
V* 26. 
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his English master found talent in his work# He thought 

.that if John Kennedy could over learn to apply himself he 

might b @ c w a writer #21 

Kennedy graduated fron Cheat@ in 1935 at the age of 

eighteen. Scholastically he was sixty-fourth in a class 

of one hundred and twelve* Yet his classmates voted him 

the man nost likely to succeed in later life* Somehow 

they were aware of qualities in him which neither his 

grades nor his athletic prowess showed*22 

Since the elder Kennedy was a Harvard graduate and 

since Joe was making a good record for himself at Harvard* 

it seemed natural that John would go to Harvard* However, 

he insisted m going to Princeton with his friends from 

Choate. Although displeased by the decision, Mr» Kennedy 

acquiescedv 

The sunaaer before John was to enter Princeton he was 

dispatched to London to study under Harold Laski, the 

renowned socialist theorist * Joe had been sent earlier to 

study under Laski* Mr* Kennedy's motive for sending his 

sons to London was an extension of his attitude toward secu-

lar education* He wanted his sons to understand the philosophy 

of those opposing the free enterprise system, which he 

advocated«23 Before John had a real opportunity to study 

with Mr# Laski, he was stricken with an attack of jaundice 

21Wood, p. 20* 22Ibid. 

2^Burns, p. 30, 
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To snake up .for the semester i« Europe, he took 

«tra courses his senior year, all either in government 

or ©Gonosics, and he mad® B grades in all of them. Because 

of hi® QXtra work, h© beeaas a candidate for a degree with 

honors in political science# To gain such honors he me&@& 

to submit as undergraduate thesis, and this wan Kennedy1s 

main intellectual effort during his senior year* lis 

subject for th© thesis hii "Appeasement at Munich."2^ 

John graduated in 1940 froa Harvard cum laud® in 

political science and received magna mm. laud® on his 

thesis# In England!, th© elder Kennedy was proud both 

of his so»*s graduating froa Harvard College with honors 

and of hi# thesis. In long letter# to his son he dis-

cussed th® ideas John had put forward, and the idea of 

rewriting and polishing the thesis into a possible book# 

The elder Kennedy suggested editorial advisors, literary 

agents and possible publishers# John Kennedy did .nor* 

research—adding substance to hi® work—and more writing. 

On the advice of one of his father*a friends, Arthur 

Krock of the Jfe$ fork Times, tie changed the title to Why 

England Slept* , Henry £uca# publisher of tia* and Mfe 

and another of his father*s friends, wrote an introduce 

tion for the book* It was accepted and published 

2%urns, pp. 39-40. 

29#ood, p, 26. 
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Why England Slept was a surprising success. It sold 

40,000 copies in the United States and a like number in 

Britain, and won a gratifying reception from critics* 

Reviewers were intrigued that a twenty-three~year*»old could 

marshal his material so skillfully, make M s judgment* so 

temperately, and relate his conclusions so tellingly to 

America»« situation*^0 This first public work helped 

Kennedy develop a s$yle which was later used in other 

writing works as well m his public speaking* 

For a year following the susamer of 1940, Jack 

Kennedy marked time. He first planned to go to Tale 

Law School, but changed his mind and attended business 

school at Stanford for six months* Restless, he gave 

this up and took a long trip through South America*^ 

With war drawing near, John tried to become directly 

involved* However, due to his back injury received at 

Harvard, Kennedy was rejected by all branches of the 

anted services# fteed at not being abl# to prove his 

mettle, ha set about, under the direction of physical 

training instructor#, to alter the situation* He went 

through five months of strengthening exercises and then 

managed to pa#® a Navy fitness test *32 Kennedy1s extra 

work to qualify himself for the lavy points out his 

strong feeling for involvement in worthwhile endeavors* 

3°Ibld*. p. 45* 3libid* 

32ibid». pp* 47-49* 
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Kennedy*a first assignmont was a desk job a?,id it 

looked aa If ha would remain at a desk evon after the 

United .States became officially involved in the war# 

He appealed to his father to use his Influence with 

the Navy Department to insure that ho would get mo. 

duty. His father successfully pulled soma strings, 

and John was assigned to a PT squadron and was coisniia-

Bioned an njxaigii. He was assigned to patrol duty in 

the South Pacific off the Solomon Islands. On August 

2, 1942, his boat was cut in two by a Japanese destroyer. 

Three cvmm&n vera killed and the other ten, after 

clinging all night to tho wreckage, swam to a nearby 

island. In spit© of an injured back, Kennedy spent 

five hours towing a wounded creman ashore. Five days 

later he and his crew were rescued. This emotional 

experience helped Kennedy to understand people in dire 

circumstances, For his heroisa, Kennedy received th« 

Havy and Marino Corps ciadals as well as the Purple Heart#33 

In the spring of 1944, Lieutenant Kennedy was forced 

to enter- the hospital for a disc operation on his spine* 

While on ̂ aakend leava from the hospital at Hyannis Port, 

news came that Jo© Jr. had been killed. John was numbed, 

because Jo© had been his ideal. This tragedy coupled 

with Kennedy's previous experience with danger on the 

33Burns, pp» 47-49• 
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Solomon Islands helped to make M m a more sincere sad 

humble speaker* 

During his period of recovery from surgery, John 

wrote his second book. It -vas not a best seller ana it 

was not meant to be. It- was a privately printed manorial 

volume, A:s If© Iteraeafoer Joo, to which the faiaily and a feu 

of Joe's closest friends contributed twenty essays*34 

Following his discharge from the I&vy in 19451 John 

gravitated towards the only occupation for which he had 

a owe training and credentials—writing. through friends 

of M s father, he joined Hearst's International Sew® 

Service as a special correspondent• He found reporting 

too passive, and his editors »«ere unimpressed with his 

vjork. He soon drifted out of journalisxa and began t hi not-

ing about a career as a college teacher, but that meant 

a return to academic discipline and years of additional 

study, an unpalatable prospect for a restless young man,35 

John Kennedy had been bred in the atmosphere of 

politics, and had emerged from Harvard a skilled observer 

of politics on an international scale* In the Navy he 

had proved, most importantly to himself, that he had a 

capacity for leadership, and be saw politics in terms 

of leaders. In 1946 the fabled Janes II. Cur ley, a long-

35Bichara J* Ifhalen, The Founding Father. {New York, 
1964), p. 392. 
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time Mayor of Boston and Governor of IIaG3achu.s©tts, was 

serving In Congress. Curley decidod to rum for mayor 

again, thus leaving the Q autocratic nomination for Itopre-

aentative from the Eleventh Massachusetts Congressional 

District open.36 

Kennedy declared himself a candidate and went to 

xiQrkm Learning ca&palgning as ho campaigned, he slovjly 

developed a style of direct, infernal, sinple speaking, 

without hlgh-blotm rhetoric or boiahastie exaggeration, 

that to soma of his listeners was a happy contrast >to 

the oratory of the old-fashioned politicians#37 

David !"• Powers, who started campaigning with Kennedy 

in 1946# later related that the experience Kennedy received 

from the eatapaign greatly aided ills speaking ability* Ho 

recalled that Kennedy went to the throe-decker houses 

around Bunker Hill and knocked on all doors and talked end 

joked with the families in their own language and about 

their problem©# Powers concluded that this helped to shape 

Ivlr* Kennedy1 s words and also to develop his sharp topical 

wit,3C 

Kennedy won the Democratic nocd. nation with more than 

twice as many votes as his nearest rival. In the fall he 

3%ood, p* 35* 

3?Burns, p# 67. 

3̂ Toci vtficker, "Kennedy as a Public Speakah," Ilov; York 
Tlawg Magazine. February 25, 1962# p. 14. 
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was elected to the United States House of Representatives * 

He 'das re-elected Representative in 194^ and again in 

1950.39 

AIt*r serving three terus in the* House of Represenfca-* 

tives, John Kennedy announced that lie would i-un for the 

Halted 3tatea Senate against Heiiry Cabot Lodge in 1952. 

Lodge was considered too -well-known and experienced as 

an opponent for Kennedy, but after an active campaign, 

Kennedy won by a narrow margin of 70,000 votes# In 195 o, 

he was re-elected Senator.4^ 

John Kennedy married Jacqueline Lee Bouvier in Sep-

tember of 1953* The two influenced each other; she perfected 

her knowledge of American history, and John bee am more 

appreciative of ayiaphonic stisic and arts *41 

Daring the susmaer of 1954, Kennedy suffered pain in 

his back that rms almost unbearable, Ho went into a New 

York hospital for a double fusion of diacs in his spine, in 

October oi" that same year. In February, he had to undergo a 

second operation.# While convalescing in the hospital and 

later in Florida, John was reading iaany biographies of 

famous iimrxmm* He decided to writo a bock about certain 

statesmen, whose spirit of gallantry he admired.42 His 

admiration for such raen can be attributed to personal stress 

393trousse» p. 119. 40lhtd. 

43-Ibid.. p. 121* 42Ibid. 
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placed on accepting challenges and participating in worth-

while endeavor*• In this work, which Kennedy entitled 

In Courage.43 he stated the belief that courage 

can be shorn equally by opponents#44 

Kennedy's aides in Washington did much of the prelimi-

nary research, and the Library of Congress sent hira parcels 

of books for his own research,45 Kennedy also relied 

heavily upon his knowledge of history acquired in formal 

schooling and through his own extensive reading# 

When Profiles Xn Courage was published in 1956 by 

Harper and Brother®, it became at once a best seller and 

then was awarded the Pulitzer Prise for biography#46 

Kennedy*s experience in writing two beat sellers certainly 

helped to develop his oratorical ability. As Cicero 

expressed* writing is the most excellent modeller and 

teacher of oratory.47 

Following his recovery, he began to make up for lost 

time in the Senate* Through his writing and his speaking, 

he became one of the most prominent members of hia party• 

43strouase, p# 121* 

44wood, p* 44* 

46strousse, p. 122* 

47cicero, I, 33. 
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At the Democratic national Convention that assembled in 

Chicago in 1956# he delivered the speech renominating 

Adali Stevenson for President, and Steyenson was renomi-

nated, Kennedy just missed obtaining the Vice-Presidential 

nominationj it want to Senator Esfces Kefauver.4# 

By 195$ Kennedy becoming a. national celebrity. 

Over ono hundred speaking invitations a week streamed 

into his office# Ho accepted as many as he could of 

those that were politically profitable.- Kennedy was 

very quiet about his piano for I960» hut M s admirers 

suffered no audi inhibitions.^ 

Senator Kennedy announced that he was a candidate 

for the Democratic nomination for President on January 

2j i960* The following months were spent making speeches 

and entering primaries.50 

More than, 4,500 delegates attended the Democratic 

national Convention in Los Angeles in I960. Senators 

Hubert Humphrey, Stuart Symington and Lyndon Johnson 

were Kennedy*8 opponents. Kennedy beat ther.i all, winning 

on tho first ballot. ' After winning the nomination, he 

selected Lyndon Johnson as M s running mate,51 

4 % o o d , p . . 4 5 # . 

49Burna# p. 210. 

Ôy/ood, p* 4$* 

5*Capp, p. 234» 
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The campaign of I960 sat* a r.oy medium introduced to 

political campaigning—f5ce-to-face television debate, in 

which Kennedy and his Republican opponent, Richard Nixon, 

participated. The television debates served to bring 

I'onnedy before millions of American people whom he other** 

visa -would not have reached.52 

Kennedy*s experiences in political campaigning for 

Representative, Senator, and President helped him to 

dovelop aa an individual and especially as a speaker* 

Coming in contact with people from all walk# of life, 

Kennedy learned their various needs and values and how 

to talk on their levels* 

After a very hard-fought campaign, John Kennedy 

became the youngest man to be elected to the office of 

President and the first Catholic to hold the office* 

Conclusion 

Kennedy1# preparation for speaking came fro® all 

aspects of his life* In the first place, he had the 

favor of being born into a wealthy, cultured family. 

Due to family wealth, he was able to attend the best 

schools and travel extensively* These things helped 

provide him with the general knowledge needed by a 

speaker. In addition to hi® formal education, Kennedy 

was an avid reader of all types of literature, especially 

52Xbid. 
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history. His reading supplied his with a storehouse of 

information to be draws upon in his speaking# 

His political campaigning also helped Kennedy in his 

speaking for he got to know people and what they liked and 

disliked. Serving a® a congressman and a Senator, Kennedy 

was engaged in many speech situations and spoke on many 

different subjects, 

Kennedy was also a writer# He produced two best 

sellers, Why England Slept and Profiles In Courage- The 

latter won a Pulitzer Prize. Writing is recognised as a 

tremendous aid in developing style. In ceremonial speaking 

style is considered to be of great importance because the 

speaker oust say things in a pleasing way. Therefore his 

career as a -writer should be considered as a very important 

aspect of his preparation for ceremonial speaking as Presi-

dent. 

Although Kennedy was favored in some aspects of life, 

he also encountered some emotional experiences that helped 

to make him sincere and humble. His older brother, Joe, 

was killed in World War II, and his favorite sister died 

in an airplane crash. Even the Kennedy family was not 

exempt from tragedies. Due to back injuries, he had to 

undergo a series of operations and at times it did not 

appear that he would live. After surgery, he had to 

learn to live with pain throughout his life. 
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All of theso sxperlonces played a part in helping 

M m to dsvolop as, a ceronordal speaker. 



CHAPTER II 

PRINCIPLES CP CEREMONIAL SPEAKING 

Man as '.a social being has developed an etiquette for 

ceremonial 0p@aM.1tg* The use of the ceremonial speech goes 

back to the beginning of public speaking» Aristotle» in 

composing the first systematic arrangement of the art of 

public speaking# divided speeches into three types! polit-

ical, forensic, and the ceremonial oratory of display^ 

Political speaking urges us either to do 
or not to do somethingt one of these two courses 
is always taken by private counsellors, as well 
as by men who address public assemblies. Foren-
sic speaking either attacks or defends somebody. 
The ceremonial oratory of display either praises 
or censures somebody* These three kinds of rheto** 
rio refer to three different period® of time* 
The political orator is concerned with the future: 
it is about things to be done hereafter that he 
advises, for or against* The party in a case at 
law is concerned with the past; one man accuses 
the other, and the other defends himself, with 
reference to things already done* The ceremonial 
orator is, properly speaking, concerned with the 
present, since all men praise or blame in view of 
the state of things existing at the time, though 
they often find it useful also to recall the 
past and to make guesses at the future 

The Greek® called the ceremonial speech the ceremonial 

oratory of display# They were not ashamed to- say that it 

3 
Aristotle, The Rhetoric And The Poetics oj 

edited by V. Rhys Roberts (New xoric7T.954J, P* J2• 

2Ibid. 
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was ceremonial anil that Its purpose was display. In their 

practice this type of speech was devoted to praise or 

blame and consisted chiefly ©f cansaemorative addresses 

upon their Gods, upon men, cities, places, or public 

works. The Romans used ceremonial oratory but not to 

the extent the Greeks did* Cicero referred to it as 

panegyrics and stated: 

We Sornns do not rauch practice the custom 
of panegyrics. The Greeks haw constantly 
thrown off mm&m of panegyrics, designed more 
for reading, and for ©ntertainmant or for giving 
a laudatory account of some person, than for m WWfc jf VMtr 0V4UW MW& V*MBKA» 4. < 
the practical purposes of public life with 

which we are concerned.^ 

In modern tiaee this form of speaking is Still used, 

but instead of referring to it as the ceremonial oratory 

of display, we refer to it as speaking on special occa-

sions. Without changing the nature of the speech, the 

scope has been enlarged to include the introducing of 

speakers, presenting or receiving awards, welcoming 

guests, and responding to welcomes, formal farewells, 

commemorating anniversaries and events like graduation, 

eulogies, nominating candidates, inaugurating terras of 

office, and speaking appropriate words at social occa-

sions like banquets.^ 

^Cicero, I, 461. 

%illiara Norwood Brigance, Speech. Ita Tet. 
Diacifi3,ilie.g In £ Free Society. 2nd edition, (New York, 19&I), 
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Occasional speaking 1# not a new genus of speaking, 

but rather a new variety developed fro® old cultures* 

Th® ancient techniques and methods are still valid, 

although some of the techniques have become more impor-

tant, such as clear thought patterns, vivid supporting 

materials, vigor and grace of style, and humor. The 

dominant influence comes from the occasion itself, which 

prescribes an etiquette of its own,5 

According to Brigance, the form and content of 

the occasional speeches have little similarity to one 

another, but they do have a common quality, which is art. 

They should please. They should say the fitting thing. 

They should have grace and beauty.6 They may have 

some utility, which is a part of motivative speaking, 

to cultivate thought, modify opinion and promote action* 

But, they are expected to have art.? 

Rhetoricians have not specified exact rules that 

the ceremonial speech oust follow, but they have given 

some principles and suggestions. Aristotle doubted the 

advisability of witting up formal rules, and his emphasis 

upon the variable nature of the speaker, subject, and 

6Ibid. 

?XbM*« p. 491* 
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audience is adequate evidence to reveal this point of view# 

He did not conceive of the apeaking art as a storaotvped 

system, but rather lie saw la it an instrument .for making 

many arid divers© adjustments to the ijultitude of social 

conditions.^ 

Heither did Cicero think of the ceremonial speech 

as having to .fit into a certain pattern. 

To ay mind not everytliing that via say 
need be reduced to theory and rule. For from 
those same sources, whence the rules of speak- • 
ing were derived, we shall also be able to set 
off a funeral oration without•feeling the want 
of those scholastic rudiments, since even 
though no one were to teach these, is there a 
man who would not know the good points of a 
hujnan being?9 

The purpose of this chapter is to consider the prin-

ciples and suggestions for ceremonial oratory in connection 

with three of the five original canons of oratory# Cicero 

explained the functions of the five canons as follows: 

All the activity and ability of an orator 
falls into five divisions# I learned that he 
?:iust first hit upon what to say; then manage and 
snarshall his discoveries, not uerely in orderly 
fashion, but with a discriminating eye for exact 
weight as it were of each arguraentj next go on 
to array then in the adornments of styleJ after 
that keep thera guarded in his memory| and in 
the end deliver them with effect and charra.^O 

The three canons to be considered are invention, dis-

position, and style, in tiiat order. 

<N ^Lester Thonssen, and A* Craig Baird, Speech 
(Kev/ York, 194i), p* 72, 

-'Cicero, I, 231# l^Ibid., p# 99# 
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In uoderti as vjoll as in classical theory, invention 

is chiefly concerned with the selection and handling of 

laatorial, Sw selection of material or ideas for an occa-

sional speech is greatly aided by & Imovjledgs of the 

occasion and the audience (s. £#, someone speaking in 

behalf of th» founding of an institution is expected to 

iiapress the audience with its achievements*) Soma occa-

sions m y he so comon that they suggest no vital topic, 

but tho occasion may su^e^t a relatod idea. 

3ince the comaon plane for coreraordal speaking is 

saying the proper thing, the speaker nust analyse his 

topic in terms of mativfis, qualities, ends, and accomplish-

ments approved by the audience, Thus Cicero stated; "It 

is obvious that it is impossible to praise a good man appro-

priately and fully without a knowledge of the virtues ."̂ -l 

Arisrtofclc oimserated the folloi-iiiig forms of virtues 

justice, courage, temperance, raagnificence, irjagnaniriity, 

liberality, gentleness, prudence, and wisdom»12 
If virtue is a faculty of beneficence, the 

highest kinds of • It oust be those which are most 
useful to others, and for this reason aen honor 
raost the ju«t and the courageous, sins© courage 
is useful to others in war, justice both in war 
and in peace* Justice is the virtus through 
which everybody an joys his own possessions ""in 
accordance with the law; its opposite is injus-
tice through which men enjoy 'the possessions of others 

llCicero, II, 463® 

I'-Aristotl©, p. 57. 
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in defiance of tin® law* Courage is the virtue that 
disposes men to do noble deeds in situations of 
danger, in accordance Kith the law and in obedi-
ence to its coBHsands; cowardice is the opposite# 
Temperance is the virtue that dispose® us to 
obey the law where physical pleasures are con-
cerned; incontinence is the opposite, • Liberality 
disposes us to spend noney for other*® goods 
illiberality is the opposite• Magnanimity is the 
virtue that disposes us to do good to others on 
a large scales its opposite is meanness of spirit. 
virtue that disposes us to do good to others on 
a large scaleI its opposite is meanness of spir: 
Magnificence is a virtue productive of greatness 
in matters involving the spending of moneyJ the 
opposite is smallness of spirit. Prudence is the 
virtue ©f the understanding which enables men to 
cose to wise decisions,13 

Genius, diligence, and achievement may be added to the 

list of virtues given by Aristotle, The person with extraor-

dinary ability to create, organize, or bring a project to 

completion is praised as a genius. This attribute usually 

suggests exceptional intelligence, insight, and judgement 

as well.^-

Diligence also commands respect though it may be on a 

lower plane. The person whose patience, persistence, and 

close application to his task have won him recognition in 

his field gains the admiration of his fellows, even though 

he may not have been brilliant,1^ 

The achievements of an individual likewise command 

respect for thoy determine the estimate nost people make 

^Aristotle, p. 57, 

14-.vilbur E, Oilman, Bower Aly and Hollis L« White, _ 
Fundamentals of Speaking. 2nd ed, (New York, 1964)# p. 27 

15Ibid., p. 233. 
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of the Individual* If the achievements are not only 

important but also difficult of attainment, they become 

even more objects of respect 

In addition to having a knowledge of virtues, the 

speaker who plans to give a speech of praise must have a 

knowledge of the favors of fortune, for he must deal fully 

with them* These are the advantages of race, wealth, 

connections, friendships, power, good health, beauty, 

vigor, talent, and other attributes that are either phys-

ical or eternally imposed* In praising an individual, 

the speaker must explain that the person commended made 

a right use of these benefits if he possesssed them, man-

aged sensibly without the®, if they were taken from him*1? 

Although a knowledge of the virtues and the knowledge 

of the favors of fortune are important, the ceremonial 

speaker also needs a good general knowledge• In reference 

to this type knowledge, Cicero theorized that it should 

show an understanding of many things. Without a general 

knowledge, Cicero felt that oratory would become empty*1° 

It is important for the ceremonial speaker to have 

a knowledge of the virtues, a knowledge of the favors of 

fortune, and a good general knowledge, but for the listeners 

I6lbid* 

-^Cicero, 233• 

-̂rtIbid». p* 15* -
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to fully appreciate th® significance of an idea it mast 

be kept before them long enough for them to understand it. 

Th© method of doing this is referred to as amplification, 

which is the enlargement or extension of ail idea* If a 

speaker wants to impress hie listeners with a remarkable 

exploit, he explains its various unusual aspects and shows 

in detail what makes It remarkable. The specific methods 

of amplification include estimation, augmentation, simi-

larity, and cumulation.19 

Amplification by estimation offers several possibilities, 

Ideas may be developed by the unique, the first, the diffi-

cult, the unexpected, the frequent, the continuous, the 

appropriate, the beneficial, the popular, the honored, the 

superlative, or the last.20 

Another form of amplification is augmentation, which 

heightens th# consequence of an act or adds dignity to 

what might otherwise be treated as commonplace# This may 

be done by giving the testimony of those whose competence 

the audience recognises! by citing apt references} by 

drawing parallels from Biblical, legal, and literary 

sources; and by associating the theme with people or 

institutions approved by the listeners.21 

19Qilman, Aly and White, p. 2&6. 

20Ibid«. pp. 2o7-2&9« 

21Ikid*# pp. 289-291. 



Similarity or dissimilarity is also a coramcm method 

of amplification# Using this device the speaker makes 

his character or institution appear to advantage by com-

paring or contrasting it with another that is highly 

regarded*22 

Amplification by cumulation depends chiefly upon 

language• The speaker simply repeats an idea in different 

words and builds steadily to a climax that rises to a high 

point of intensity*. 

The general principles of invention for a ceremonial 

speech call for a good knowledge of the occasion and the 

audience, a knowledge of the virtues that the audience 

approves, a knowledge of the favors of fortune that bear 

upon the topic, and the use of amplification to stress 

the significance of the ideas presented. 

Brigance states that the contents of occasional speeches 

have little sinilarity.24 Thus it seems important to con-

sider each of the kinds of occasional speeches this study 

will analyse and to notice the various suggestions given 

concerning the content of each. 

Brigance classifies the speech of dedication, the 

inaugural address, the coramenceKient address, the anniver-

sary speech, and the eulogy as types of commemorative 

22£&M., p. 293. 23ibid.. p. 294. 
24Brigance, p. 491. 
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speeches.25 The purpose of these speeches Is to pay 

tribute| thus the speaker does not have the task of 

changing the listener*s attitude or promoting action. 

The apeaker simply wants to t@stl.fy to the achievement 

and honor, and to uplift the sentiments of the audience.26 

Special consideration will now be given to the inven-

tion for the types of cocrtaeiaorative speeches. 

The Dedication 

Opening new buildings and public centers, laying 

cornerstones, and unveiling monuments and memorials-

all from long tradition are occasions for ceremony and 

for speeches of dedication.2? 

The invention for a speech of dedication should be 

closely related to the object of the dedication—its 

hintory, present status, and possible future* The speaker*® 

duty is to impress his hearers with the planning, labor, or 

generosity required to create what ia being dedicated. 28 

The speech of dedication may also be concerned with the 

tacks ahead to which the aeabers of the audience should 

devote themselves.̂  

25lbid». p. 49*. 

26Ibld.. p. 499. 

27lbld.. p. 501. 

2®Otlman, Aly, and White, p. 299. 

mailto:t@stl.fy
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fiie Inaugural Address 

Inaugural addresses are usually classified as 

ceremonial addresses although some deliberative aspects 

are usually present. However, audiences do not attend 

the ceremony for the installation of new officers to 

hear legislative plans debated, laws interpreted, or 

moral systems compared• They attend such ceremonies to 

observe and to celebrate the assumption of duties they 

believe are important»29 This follows the theory of 

Aristotle, which states that the speech situation consists 

of three elements—speaker, subject, and person 

or persons addressed$ and the third element, the person 

or persons addressed* determines the kind of sp##ch a 

speaker would deliver*30 

The theme for the inaugural address flows from the 

occasion* There is a change of administration. The old 

one departs with dignity, and usually with honor. The 

new administration takes up its task with buoyance and 

hope. The occasion Imposes one or more of four major 

duties upon the speakers (1) To express appreciation 

to those who put him in office. {2} To unite the group, 

heal the wounds of the campaign if any, and to make clear 

"^Carroll C. Arnold, Douglas Ehninger and John C. 
Gerber, The Speaker*s Resource Book (Chicago, 1961), p. 256, 

3°Aristotle, pp. 31-32. 
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the new administration represents not only a faction, but 

the whole group. (3) To affirm the officer*® determination. 

{4} To present the broad outline of a program for the 

coming term.31 

Commencement Address 

The o&mmncmmnt address is a principal feature of 

graduation exercises at most schools and colleges* Usually 

the address is partly ceremonial, in that the speaker con-

gratulates the graduates, their parents, and their friends, 

and partly deliberative in that he counsels then#32 

Traditionally the speaker's responsibility is two-

fold: First, he congratulates the graduates on their 

achievement and pays tribute to its importance. This 

particular practice is not done as aiuch now as in the : 

last century* Second, the main theme of the address 

looks at the state of affairs that faces the graduates** 

problems such as the intellectual and emotional adjust-

ment to the world as it is, opportunities for young 

people of the day to carry on with education out of school, 

making use of education, the duty of educated people in 

public life*33 

Listeners on such occasions as this probably agree 

in principle with the speaker; so there is no need for 

3lBrigance, pp* 501-502* 32Qilman# Aly and White, p. 299 < 

S^Brigance, p# 504. 
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argumentf The main objective of the speaker is to stir 

them up. To do this the speaker nay rely on striking 

phraseology, use of a slogan ass the keynote, concreteness, 

contrast, strong motivation, and vivid imagery,34 

The Anniversary Speech 

The invention for this type speech comes from a 

review and inventory of the past, and an incentive for 

the future, Lines of thought usually come from reviewing 

the event or beginning of the institution being coniaemorated, 

re-enacting the ideal® and values of the institution as 

illustrated in the character of men and women, interpreting 

the influence of the event or action, and defining the les-

sons to be drawn from it for present and future conduct,35 

The Eulogy 

The eulogy is a very prominent type of occasional 

oratory usually given a sufficient time after the death 

of an individual to permit the preparation of a detailed 

treatment• 

The basic purposes of the eulogy are to pay tribute 

to the person, usually deceased, and to secure appreciation.. 

^Brig&nce, p, 501, 
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of the commendable traits or acconpli shnents of the person 

praised,36 

Invention for the eulogy comes direct^ from the 

eulogized person*s life and nay consist of (1) the person's 

attainments, in light of the handicaps under which he 

started, the obstacles he faced, and final achievements; 

(2) his life purposes—why he was led to make effort; 

(3) his qualities of character; and (4) M s influence 

during his lifetime and on later times,37 

Skill in the tasking of eulogi.es is dependent upon 

a knowledge of human virtues in general. In addition to 

this knowledge, the eulogist must have opportunities to 

observe in action the person vjho is to be praised, or to 

study carefully prepared reports of what he did and said#3$ 

Another factor in the invention of the eulogy is the 

audience*s view. The eulogist needs to discover what 

virtues and actions the audience approves in the particu-

lar individual*39 

Another classification of ceremonial speeches made 

by Brigance ia the speech of courtesy. It is usually 

3^Monroe and Bhninger, p. 527. 

37Brigance, p* 499# 

Speaking For Every 

39lbld.. p. sa. 
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Assigned to give the necessary information and attempt to 

cultivate appreciation and promote good will# These 

speeches do not have to b@ entirely solemn, but rather 

»aj be refreshing- and stimulating. In this category. 

Brigade© places the address of welcome and the speech 

of acceptance 

Special consideration will now be given to the 

invention ©f these speeches. 

fhe Address of Welcome 

ft#® f©ratal reception of an important person or group 

calls for an appropriate speech. The object of the speech 

'is to say with tact and taste, wWe a m glad you are here,* 

and to sake the person or group feel at home* This my 

"fee done by making them feel that the host regards the visit 

a® Important and by showing that there is a sincere desire 

t o establish friendly relations and to make the visit a 

fhe Acceptance Speech 

"'$t»ter m y cultural patterns of society, a formal 

presentation usually calls for a formal acceptance, the 

main theiae of nfcich Is to show gratitude. In developing 

the speech, the speaker say praise the spirit of those 

40Brigance, pp. 491-492. 

^%eag®r, p. l.§0. 
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who presented the gift, and if it is of Interest, he my 

explain the purpose or method by which the attainment was 

won,42 

Mow that the invention for eereiaonial speeches has 

been considered, the next canon to b© discussed, with 

reference to ceremonial speaking, is disposition* The 

classical concept of disposition included arraageseist, 

orderly planning, and sioveiaent of the whole idea. The 

modern concept of disposition consists mainly of arrange-

seat. . In this ease, arrangement is used -to note not 

-ctt&sr order in which win ideas are presented, hut tins 

division of a speech into parts. 

Sine* ̂ ristotla and Cicero i&rote primarily with 

deliberative and forensic oratory in mind, their treatments 

of arrangement for ceremonial oratory followed the sane 

procedure as that for deliberative and forensic speeches. 

C&Mfw stated, ̂ There seem® to be no reason why we should 

feeep separate the rules that are to be inserted on the 

subject of advisory speeches or of panegyrics, as they 

are for the most part common to both ***43 

Aristotle believed there were only two indispensable 

part® of a speech*—the statement of the ease and the proof# 

He added, however, that if other parts mm necessary tha 

^Brigance, p* 497 • 

^^cicero, I# 451. 
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total number should not exceed fours the exordiun, exposi-

tion, or statement of the case, proof., and the peroration.44 

The functions of these parts are almost explained by their 

names. The introduction or exordium, which Aristotle said 

conformed to the prologue in poetry, is intended to enlist 

the attention and interest of the listeners, to render the 

audience well disposed toward the speaker, and to prepare 

the way for the ideas to corae. The statement of the case 

sets forth clearly and concisely the nature of the subject 

presently to be developed. The proof contains the elabora-

tion of subject matter through which the idea or ideas are 

enforced. The peroration or conclusion purports to inspire 

the audience and to recall facts to their m©aory»45 

Cicero followed the same line of thought that Aristotle 

presented on disposition, except to add two more parts to 

the division of a speech# The six parts that Cicero gave 

to speech ares the exordium, narratio. divisio. confir-

mation confutatio. and concluslo. Like Aristotle, he 

felt there were two main parts—stating a case and proving 

it. However, he stated that some parts of a speech raay 

have to be used for purposes other than proving a point 

such as persuading and arousing emotions. The most appro-

priate place for this information appears to be in the 

^Aristotle, pp. 197-200• 

45lbid«. p. 217. 
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introduction or conclusions also it is often useful to 

digress from the subject am is dealing with for the 

purpose of arousing emotions.^ 

The importance of the introduction or peroration 

was stressed by both Aristotle and Cicero* 

One*s opening remarks, though they should 
always be carefully framed and pointed and 
epigrammatic and suitably expressed, must at 
the sane time be appropriate to the oaee in 
handf for the opening passage contains the 
first impression *V7 

In reference to the narration or body of the speech 

Cicero believed that the strongest point should corn first* 

In regard to arrangements,, I censure the 
people who place their weakest points first. 
As in the choice of speakers the bent man on 
each occasion should come firstf so in arrange-
ment of the speech the strongest point should 
come first* provided that the rule be kept to 
reserve ©n#*s outstanding resources to to» 
actual peroration, *hile collecting Into a 
general raedly in the middle any points of mod-
erate importance#^*5 

Aristotle believed that narration was mainly a part 

of forensic oratory, but when narration oocured in 

ceremonial oratory it would be intermittent rather than 

continuous• 

There must, of course, be some survey 
of the actions that form the subject natter of . 
the speech. The speech is a composition 

46Cicero, I, 437. 

47Ibld*. pp. 437-439• 

^Ibid.. p. 437* 
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containing two parts. One of these Is not 
provided by the orator*s art, the actions thes-
salvo3, of which the orator is in no sense author. 
The other part is provided by his art, namely, 
the proof that the actions ware done, the descrip-
tion' of their quality or of their extent, or even 
all of these threo tilings together. Tho reason 
why sometimes it is not desirable to make the 
whole narrative continuous is that the case thus 
expounded is hard to keep in mini. Show, there-
fore, froa one sot of facts that your hero is 
brave, and from other sets that he is able# A 
speech thus arranged is comparatively simple. 
Instead of being complicated and elaborate*49 

As to the length of the narration, Aristotle felt that 

long narrations were not necessary. The best approach con-

sisted of saying just as much needed to make the facts plain, 

or to lead the hearer to believe that certain things have 

happened#50 

The final portion of the speech, the exordium, was 

designed by Aristotle to consist of four purposes: (1) to 

make the audience well-disposed toward the speaker and ill 

disposed toward the opponent, (2) to magnify or minimize the 

leading facts, (3) to excite the required state of emotion 

in the hearers, and (4) to refresh memories.51 

feat modern writers use the traditional division of 

a speech which includes the introduction, body and con-

clusion. However, Monroe and Ehninger use the motivated 

^Aristotle, p. 20?. 

SQlbid.. p. 203. 

51lbid». p. 217. 
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sequence, which consists of the attention step, need stop, 

satisfaction step, visualization stop, and action step*52 

The attention step is aq.iivalent to the introduction, and 

the action, step is equivalent to the conclusion# The other-

parts ix'-a equivalent tc the hodv. 

The introduction or attention step is designed to get 

the attention o;t the audience, create good 'will, and orient 

the audience to what is tc follow# Soir.e introductions may 

accomplish all of theaa things, but in some cases all are 

not needed* 

The body of the occasional speech as in any other 

type speech provides the main ideas. These ideas nay fall 

into certain patterns such as the time pattern, space 

pattern, classification pattern, cause-and-effect pattern, 

problem-solution pattern, or topic pattern# 

The conclusion is designed to give a lasting effect 

to what has been said# This is usually done very quickly 

and may take the form of a challenge, quotation, summary, 

or appeal# 

Although some occasional speeches do not require a 

full use of all the parts of a speech, the principles of 

various parts still apply to occasional speaking. Since 

attention was given to the invention of the Individual 

occasional speeches, attention will also be given to the 

5%loj:troe and Ehninger, p# 26?# 
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disposition of the individual types of occasional speaking 
under consideration. 

the speech of dedication, the inaugural address, the 
ao«»®ao«»at address, the anniversary speech, and the eulogy 
have previously been classified as speeches of coooetaorat ion• 
When m introduction for speeches such m these is used, it 
it usually directed toward those characteristic® or accom-
plishments which are considered important* In son® easesp 

thrnm will not contain introductions. The reason 

for this Is that the m b « F * of the audience already. know 

what the meeting is for and what the speaker proposes to 
do .53 

The body of the speeches of ooa&uKnoration i s where 

tint tribute is really given. In this part of the speech 

incidents and fact* are recited to show that there is 

reason for a celebration or a coisaemorat ion» Perhaps the 

most coisaon pattern of organisation used in the body is 

the past-present-future plan#54 

Often in gpeeches of commemoration the conclusion is 
(Matted # When it is used, it varies with the occasion # 

Usually %im conclusion consists of a high note of praise 
or m appeal to h i# aspirations *55 

^^Yeager, p, 219. 

. pp. 219-220# 

SSBrigance, p. 499. 
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The organisation for the speech of courtesy, which 

in this study Includes the walcome and acceptance speeches, 

is streamlined• Due to their brevity they usually have no 

formal division into introduction, body, and conclusion#^ 

If a formal division of organization is used, the introduc-

tion usually consists of an expression of pi asui* and a 

r ferenee to the occasion# The body of the speech usually 

consists of complimentary facte about the guests being 

welcomed or the hosts#57 The conclusion usually consists 

of a brief repetition of pleasure.5$ 

The organization that has been suggested is intended 

to be quite inclusive. Many times all of the listed ele-

ments will not be used. Therefore the plan of organization 

will simply vary with tho situation. 

The third canon for consideration is style• Under its 

older title of "elocutio", style wes regarded as the third 

part of rhetoric» It referred chiefly to the way in which 

the speaker clothed his idoas with language, but, like the 

other parts of rhetoric, it ds closely interrelated with 

correlative members• Style and invention play interacting 

roles, since tho conception of thought and its expressions 

are virtually inseperable. The arrangement given ideas is 

in itself a stylistic consideration, for the position an 

5'%bia.. p. 491. 

5"Monroe and Ehninger, p. 509• 

;er, p. 169. 



idea occupies in the total discourse nny influence tho way 

the language is employed to express it.59 

In. ceremonial speaking etyle has a vital role for the 

aim of this kind of speaking is to say the fitting thing 

with grace and beauty, Aristotle emphasized the impor-

tance of saying things properly by cers-ienting: "It is not 

enough to know what we ought to eayj we met also say it 

ae we ought,v,o(J 

In their discussions, rhetoricians hair© treated style 

more in a descriptive thai? a prescriptive way, because 

it is much easier to tell what soneone has done than to 

tell someone how to do it. It is impossible to prescribe 

a style for a speaker in a certain situation because the 

speaker probably reveals himself in his style more than 

in any other aspect of his speech procedure, 

Cicero classified style under three headings. His 

three classifications were the plain, the moderate or 

middle, and the grand style• The classifications arose 

from what the speaker was attempting to do: the plain 

style when attempting to please, and the grand style 

when attempting to raovo, Cicero emphasized that the 

skilled orator should be able to do all three thus 

59rhonssan and Baird, p, 406, 

'^Ariatotle, p, 164* 
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indicating that the speaker1^ style should be appropriate 

to ills cause. ~ 

Aristotle recognised a distinction in types of express 

sioii# In tli© third book of Rhetoric. he stated that Hto 

each kind of rhetoric is adapted a peculiar s t y l e # H o w -

ever, he did not go as far as classifying the styles according 

to the divisions* 

The modern writers do not attempt to classify style 

under any headings; they simply describe the various qual-

ities of style in general# Some of the qualities may take 

on special significance in certain speech situations* The 

purpose of this section will be to describe the main ele-

ments of style• These qualities ara suggested by rhetorician* 

because they have been used in speeches that have been termed 

successful* 

Correctness1 Aristotle believed correctness of Ian* 

guage to be the foundation of all good style. He listed as 

an element of correctness proper use of connecting words, use 

of specific rather than general "words for things, avoidance 

of ambiguity and correct expression of plurality 

Another word to indicate the aa&e quality is accuracy. 

This applies both to choice of words and grammatical accuracy# 

6l0icero, II, 55. 

^Aristotle, p. 17$. 

63lbid,. p. 174. 
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Uiceiv Skids "Kobouy ever acUxlred an orator for correct 

granLiar, they only laugh 41: hiu ir his gramar is bad, and 

not vzily think liim no orator but not even a htu-ian beingj 

no oil© uv®r sang the praises of a speaker whoso style suc-

ceeded la waking his sieaaing intelli^ble to his audience, 

but only despised one deficient in capacity to do so*n64 

Jfciipl.icity; Ho matter how accurate a word or phrase 

siay express the speaker*s meaning, it is useless if the 

audience cannot understand* Thus expression nuat not only 

be exact, but mist be clear and simple.^5 Quintilian 

expressed the need for simplicity or clearness by saying* 

"ihe true end of style is that the judge not only under-

stands us, but that he aay not be able not to understand 

us#rt66 

Appro,pyiatmms: Public speaking is intended for a 

particular audience in a particular place at a particular 

time} therefore style should be appropriate to the subject 

and s i t u a t i o n * A r i s t o t l e confirmed this doctrine* Re 

stated, "V/hen weighty matters are being discussed, the 

casual aarrner of expression should not be usedf when 

trivial topics are being considered, there should not be 

a iaamier of solemnity 

uV,'icero, I, 41-42* 65Monroe and Ehninger, p. 320# 

&6Quintilian, Xmtjtutes of Oratory. Ill, translated by 
Hw E* Butlar (London, 1356},p. 211* 

T̂&fenroe and Ehainger, p. 321* Aristotle, p. 16#* 



Ornatenesss This quality of stylo refers principally 

to a certain ale-ration or grandeur in discourse. It results 

from the artistic handling words, sentences, and fi/mra-

tive elements.^9 Ornateness depends heavily upon what. 

Thonseen and Baird call the constituents of stylo• These 

include choice of words,, composition, and embellishment 

The choice o" words deals with the selection of the best 

possible words for the task. This is a very individual 

matter that will vary with circumstances# Composition 

ranges from the molding of words into units to elaborations 

that aim primarily at nicety.?-*- The third constituent of 

style, embelli shinent, has the function of adorning or 

elevating through the use of fibres and tropes.72 Tfcd-

ern writers usually do not make any distinction between 

figures and tropes. They are usually both considered under 

the heading of figures. 

Some of the aost commonly used figures In public address 

are the metaphor, the sinile, allegory, personification, 

synecdoche, raetonyay, irony, and hyperbole. 

A very practical question that must be considered when 

appraising the embellishment of a speech is, do the figures 

contribute to the speaker's aim and objective? The purpose 

^^Thonssen and Baird, p. 416. 

73-Ibid. 'CH". yrr- /« 
X. ' J JL. 14. #. £ M <4, ( n 

{x*Ibid* 



of figures a to ."«jin',,v;,>cc thought * Vat they ere r.oi, f-V'-v 
, <A.V-

real the .:gh.t thonselvos.,'7-

A speaker :vzy •.\ls-~- cuholliah his stylo through the 

use of /ivii or lively language. This can he done host 

through the use of imagery, "•?.?. raeoivc our impressions 

of thu world aronnd us through our nausea o^ sight, smell, 

hoaring, tasto, and touch, Therefore n opealser raay feel 

a neod to appeal to the senses,74 Monroe and Shninger 

list the types of imagery as follows; visual imagery 

(appealing to sight), auditory imagery {appealing to 

sound), gustatory { appealing to taste), olfactory (appeal-

ing to saell), tactual (appealing to touch), kinesthetic 

(appealing to trascle strain), and organic (appealing to 

internal sensations) .*75 

As previously stated, stylo is a very individual 

thing. Rhetoricians do not attempt to prescribe a style 

.just for ceremonial speaking. It rxist bo assumed, then, 

that the general qualities of style apply to ccrenonial 

oratory. 

Summary 

The use of ceremonial speaking goes back to the 

beginning of public speaking. The Greeks and Romans 

^Thonssen and Baird, p. 423. 

y^Iwiwoe and Ehninger, p. 32 

75ltM, 

It 
A# 
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utilised this form of speaking for praise or blame# In 

modern tints this for® of speaking is still used, in an 

©van greater variety of situations, which Include the 

introducing of speakers, presenting or receiving awards» 

welcoming guests, responding to welcomes„ formal farewells, 

commemorating anniversaries and events like graduation, 

eulogies, nominating candidates, inaugurating terms of 

office, and speaking appropriate words on social occasions. 

Although the form and content of various sorts of 

occasional speeches have little similarity, they do have 

a common plane, art. They are designed to say the fitting 

thing with grace and beauty. On some occasions, they may 

cultivate thought, modify opinion and promote action, but 

they are still expected to have art# 

The invention for ceremonial speaking stems fro© a 

knowledge of the occasion, a knowledge of the virtues 

approved by the audience, a knowledge of the favors of 

fortune, a good general knowledge, and the use of ampli-

fying materials• 

The disposition for ceremonial speaking follows the 

same pattern as any other type of speaking. For this 

study the traditional division of a speech, which includes 

introduction, body and conclusion, will be used. Some of 

the occasional speeches do not require a full use of all 

the divisions. 
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Style plays a rital role in ceremonial speaking, for 

the aim of this type of oratory is to say the fitting thing 

with grace and beauty# However, rhetoricians do mot 

proscribe a certain style for ceremonial speaking* It 

is thus assumed that the general qualities of style are 

acceptable in this type of oratory. The qualities of style 

that have been considered in this chapter are correctness, 

simplicity, appropriateness, and ornateneas. Si^ce tMs 

type of oratory is supposed to be artistic, ornateness takes 

on a special significance. 



CHAPTER III 

HfMMIQM IK PBSSIDSOT £ENNEDX*S 
C M » i m SPEAKIHG 

As was pointed out in the previous chapter, inven-

tion is chiefly concerned with the selection and handling 

of sateri&Xs* the election of ideas for a ceremonial 

sp@#©h is greatly aided by a knowledge of the occasion 

i M audience* This principle is true of any speech situ#* 

etion, but it is especially true of ceremonial speaking 

since the speaker*® purpose is to please by saying.the 

fitting things* 411 the speeches of Kennedy which are 

here under consideration reveal that the speaker had a 

knowledge of the occasion and the audience# 

When Kennedy welcomed the President of Pakistan, 

he revealed his knowledge of the occasion and audience 

by giving specif ie reasons why lie and the American people 

were glad to welcome the Presidentf The thought of the 

speech could not have been used in the welcoming ©f Just 

anyonef it was developed especially for a particular 

audience and a particular occasion. Kennedy realised 

that he was not only speaking for himself, but also for 

the Hation. Therefore, as he expressed his words of 

welcoa®, h@ expressed some of his personal feelings,-as 

well as those of the American people# 

53 
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It 1® a great pleasure and great honor for 
me to welcome our distinguished visitor, the 
President of Pakist&n.l 

tffe art glad to have you here because Ameri-
cans in private and in their public life appreciate 
the value of friendship and the constancy of friends.4 

Host of all. we're glad to have you here because 
you c«a as the head of an important and powerful 
country which is allied with us in SEATO, which is 
associated with us in CENTO, which represents a 
powerful force for freedom in your areas of the 
world.3 

In his address at the National Football Foundation and 

Hall of Fame Banquet, he revealed a good knowledge of his 

audience by referring to some of them personally* 

I*m ao glad to be her® tonight with some 
men who also gave m® mm of the most exciting 
moments of my life. Clint Frank, who I under-
stand is sitting down there, whom I saw score 
5 touchdowns against Princeton. Torn Harmon who 
scored 21 points on my 21st birthday in the first 
half of a game against California. Cliff Battles 
who made George Marshall look good at Boston way 
back in the thlrities. And Jay Berwanger who's 
here tonight, who, when Chicago was tenth in the 
Big Ten, was on everyone * s All-Araerican,4 

In the same speech Kennedy indicated a knowledge of 

the interests of those present by speaking about his physi-

cal fitness program for youth. Although the information 

ljohn fm Kennedy, "Remarks of Welcome to the President 
of Pakistan at Andrews Air Force Base," July 11, 1961, P. P* P., 
p. 500. 

2Ibid. 3Ibid. 

^Kennedy, "Address in New York City at the National Foot-
ball Foundation and Hall of Fame Banquet," December 5, 1961, 
P. P. P., p. 771. 
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contained in the speech was of interest to many other 

Americans, the people present had a special interest, being 

associated with athletics. 

I do se© a close relationship between 
sports and our national life and I sometime® 
wonder whether those of us who love ©ports 
have don® as ranch as we should in maintaining 
aporta as a constructive part of this country*s 
existence#5 

Another example of Kennedy*s knowledge of the occasion 

and the audience is evident in his speech of dedication of 

the Delaware-Maryland Turnpike• Mr* Kennedy spoke about 

the highway and what it symbolised. 

It symbolizes the partnership between 
the Federal Government and the States, which 
is essential to the progress of all of our 
people; and secondly, it symbolises the effort 
we have mad© to achieve the•modern interstate 
highway system in the world, a system which, 
when completed, will save over 0000 lives a 
year and |9 billion in cost. And third, it 
symbolises the effort which we are giving and 
must be giving to organizing an effective com-
munication system here in the United States of 
America." 

By being familiar with the occasion and the audience, 

Kennedy was able to develop his ideas in relation to them. 

This emphasis on knowing the audience and the occasion 

sprang from his personal philosophy of giving everything 

the maximum effort. 

^Ibid« 

^Kennedy, "Remarks at the Dedication of the Delaware-
Maryland Turnpike," November 14, 1963, P. P. P., p# $54* 
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If a ceremonial speaker lias knowledge of his audience, 

he will be able to us© the various virtues which the par-

ticular audience approves, Aristotle enumerated nine 

virtues that a speaker might use, and to this list Oilman# 

Aly, and Whit© in Thm Fundamentals of Speaking add three* 

Kennedy used the virtu© of achievement more than any 

other, but he also used courage and magnanimity rather 

heavily. Sense of the virtues mentioned by the rhetoricians 

were not used by Kennedy, The next part of this chapter 

will be devoted to describing Kennedy's use of the virtues 

mentioned in Chapter Two. 

The virtue of courage was used by Kennedy on several 

occasions. One example occurred in his speech at the 

University of North Carolina, In discussing the rich 

heritage of the state, Kennedy reminded the audience 

that: 

North Carolina provided a fourth of all 
of the Confederate soldiers who made the supreme 
sacrifice in those years. And it won the right 
to the slogan, "First at Bethal, Farthest to 
the front at Gettysburg and Chichamauga, Last 
at Appomattox."7 

As Kennedy inaugurated his term as President of the 

United States, he appealed to the virtue of courage in 

stating his stand and the stand of the majority of the 

American people for liberty, 

^Kennedy, "Address at the University of North Carolina 
Upon Receiving an Honorary Degree," October 12, 1961, P. P, P», 
p. 668. 
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Let the word go forth from this time and 
place, to friend and foe alike, that the torch 
has boen passed to a new generation of Ameri-
cana—born in this century, tempered by war, 
disciplined by a hard and bitter peace, proud 
of our ancient heritage-~and unwilling to wit-
ness or permit the slow undoing of those human 
rights to which this nation has always been 
committed, and to which we are committed, and 
to which we are committed today at home and 
around the world. 

Let ©very nation know, whether it wishes 
us well or ill, that we shall pay any price, 
bear any hardship, support any friend, oppose 
any for, in order to assure the survival and 
success of liberty.^ 

Kennedy realized that both of the audiences just cited 

would value courage because of the past involvements. 

Although the ceremonial speaker mainly looks for the vir-

tues which the audience values, he must also have esteem 

for them himself, if he is going to be sincere• It is not 

difficult to observe from the life of John Kennedy that 

he valued courage. He displayed cctirage when he entered 

the service during World far II because he could have 

been exempt due to a back injury. Kennedy also displayed 

courage when his PT boat was destroyed. Through the 

numerous operations on his back, he continued to show 

great courage. Kennedy also loved to read about men 

of courage, and this desire prompted hira to write his 

Pulitaer Prise winner, Profiles in Courage. Thus it can 

^Kennedy, "The Inaugural Address," January 20, 1961, 
P. ?• P., p. 1. 
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be aeon that courage was considered important by the audi-

ences and by Kennedy. 

Another virtu© Kennedy utilized in M s ceremonial 

speaking was oagnaniinlty* which implies doing good to 

others on a large scale. In his remarks of welcome to 

the President of Pakistan this virtue was used. It was 

fitting because the President had altered his plans to 

come to America earlier than scheduled. 

The President originally had intended to 
come in foveaber, hut after the ¥ic@ President * s 
trip there, he suggested that we impose upon the 
President and ask hi® to move his trip ahead, 
because of the importance of consultation on 

feat issue® during these summer souths# Be was 
nd enough to do it, and I want to say, Mr. Presi-

dent, that w© appreciate your costing now,9 

Another example of magnanimity is found in the address at the 

University of North Carolina. 

North Carolina has long been identified 
with enlightened and progressive leaders and 
people, and I can think of no more important 
reason for that reputation than this university, 
which year after year had sent educated mn and 
women who have had a recognition of their public -
responsibility, as well as in their private inter-
ests 

It is easy to see that both of the audiences just 

referred to would value magnanimity. The audience present 

for the welcoming ceremony would certainly value the 

^Kennedy, f,V/elcome to the President of Pakistan," 1961, 
£. £• £•# p. 501. 

i^Kennedy, "Address at the University of North Carolina," 
1961, P. P. P., p. 666. 
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magnanimity of an official who would change his schedule 

to coi.ie to this country for an official visit. The audi-

ence at Hortn Carolina would also feel vary grateful toward 

tha iasn and women who had performed public service for the 

benefit of other people. 

This virtue also had a place In Kennedy's personal 

Ufa# As was stated la Chapter One, Joseph P# Kennedy 

endowed each of his children with a trust fund of more 

than Ca,000,000. The reason he gave for this Mas so 

that they would be free from raundane labors and could 

devote themselves to public service. Kennedy*s experi-

ences during the war show his magnanimity as wall as his 

work in public office as United States leprasentatlve# 

Senator, and President# 

The virtue of liberality was used in Kennedy*s 

coimienceraent address at San Diego State College. In 

praising California for its great leadership in education, 

he mentioned the liberality of the citizens in reference 

to education* 

In this fortunate State of California the 
average current expenditure for a boy and girl 
in the public schoolshis $515» but in the state 
of Mississippi it is *230. The average salary-
for classroom teachers in California is #7*000, 
while in Mississippi it is 03,oGO.-*-l 

HKennedy, "Corariencement Address at San Diego State 
College," June 6, 1963, P. F„ P., p. 4 4 6 . 
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Iflsdoia is another virtue utilized by Kennedy. Ho 

praised the citizens of California for their xvisdoia in 

recognizing the importance of education# 

One of the most impressive, if not the 
moat impressive accomplishment of this great 
Golden State has been the recognition bv the 
citizens of this State of the importance of 
education as the basis for the maintenance 
of an effective, free society,12 

In the remarks at the dedication of the Delaware* 

Maryland Turnpike the virtue of genius, was praised» 

"Because people several years ago made the plans and 

took the initiative, this highway is now being dedi-

cated# st 13 

Kennedy praised the President of Pakistan for his 

diligence in undertaking the many tasks that confront a 

leader of a country. In praising this virtue Kennedy 

stated$ 

¥© are looking forward to having a chance 
to talk with you on the great issues which face 
both of our countries. Tour leadership in your 
country, your stand for freedom, your efforts 
to build a better life for your people, your 
efforts to harness science in order to defeat 
nature, in the whole effort to reclaim your 
land and make it^fruitful. _ All these things 
*" * *** * to be 

1 2 M i * 

^Kennedy, "Dedication of the Delaware-Maryland Turn-
pike," 1963, P. P. P., p. 854. 

^Kennedy. "Welcome to the President of Pakistan," 1961. 
X* £* J!*## P* 500# 
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Due to the various occasions on vjhich Kennedy spoket 

the most zormonly usee! virtue -was achievement. This par-

ticular virtue was also an important part of Kennedy's life. 

In his chil4hoods his .father stressed the importance of it, 

and hi3 older brother, Joe, also highly valued this virtue# 

After Kennedy m a discharged frori the IJavy, ha tried writ-

ing* which turned out to be too passive for him. He wanted, 

to achieve something, but journalism was not the answer* 

This led to his entrance into politics. This field gave 

hint the challenge he needed to achieve distinction. 

Throughout his campaign for President, Kennedy stressed, 

the lack of achievements in such things as foreign policy 

and caring for the poor at home. The adopted campaign 

•slogan, "The lew Frontier," was also consistent with 

Kennedy's deair$ for achievement. 

In his speech of dedication at the Delaware-Maryland 

Turnpike, Kennedy praised the achievement by sayings 

It if a pleasure for as to Join the citi-
zens of Delaware and I-laryland in'opening this 
new highway. This highway has been built by 
two States, and it joins a great interstate 
highway which represents a cooperative effort 
between the United States Government and the 
people of the various States, through which 
this long ribbon will pass.2-5 

Addressing the national Football Foundation and Hall 

of Fa.ao Banquet, Kennedy praised the achievement of various 

15Kennedy, "Dedication of the Delaware-Maryland Turn-
pike," 1963, P. P. P., p. $54. 



athletes in the audience aad also praised the achievement 

of school children participating in the physical fitness 

program. Before mentioning the achievement, he first had 

to describe? the deficiency of the students before partici-

pating* 

The results so far show the effectiveness 
of what can be don© and the extent of the need* 
In ISiskogoe, Oklahoma, 47 per cent of the stu-
dents failed.a minimum physical fitness test* 
Only a fraction of these who qualified could 
pass the more comprehensive test of physical 
capability# Yet only 6 weeks of participation 
in a daily 15 minute program of vigorous exer-
cise brought about a 24 per cent improvement 
among those who failed the first test»^° 

Throughout the country we have found - --
squally discouraging examples of deficiency— 
and equally encouraging examples of progress*3-7 

Achievement was praised again in the address at the 

University of North Carolina# In drawing a relationship 

between great leaders and scholars, he praised the ver-

satility in achievements of three great Americans, Thomas 

Jefferson, John Quincy Adams and Daniel Webster. 

A contemporary described Thomas Jefferson as 
a "Gentleman of 32 who could calculate an eclipse, 
survey an estate, tie an artery, plan an edifice, 
try a cause, break a horse, dance the minuet, and 
play the violin," John Quincy Adams, after being 
suaamarily dismissed by the Massachusetts Xiegisla* 
ture from the United States Senate for supporting 
Thomas Jefferson, could become BoyIston Professor 

^Kennedy, "Address in New York/1 1961, P, P, P., 
p. 772. ' ~ ~ 

17Ibid. 
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of Rhetoric and Oratory at Harvard University, and 
then become a great Secretary of State. 

And Senator Daniel Webster could stroll down 
the corridor® of the Congress a few steps, after 
ra&kiiig scute of the greatest speeches in tne his* 
tory of this country, and dominate the Supreme 
Court as the foremost lawyer of his day.l® 

From the examples that have been cited it can be obser-

ved that Kennedy used most of the virtues mentioned in 

Chapter Two. The virtues that were not used in this sample 

of speeches include temperance, magnificence, gentleness, 

and prudence. Achievement, magnanimity, and courage were 

the most common ones in the speeches with liberality, wis-

dom, genius and diligence being used more sparingly. 

Cicero believed that a ceremonial speaker needed 

another kind of knowledge in addition to the knowledge of 

virtues approved by the audience. He believed that a 

speaker who was going to praise needed a knowledge of the 

favors of fortune, and then in his speeches of praise • 

show how the person being praised used thus or got along 

without tha®.1^ 

The favors of fortune are used lightly in this 

sample of Kennedy^ ceremonial speaking. Cicero thought 

of a ceremonial speech as one delivered either to praise or 

blame an individual. Much of Kennedy1s ceremonial speaking 

deals with broader topics which do not lend themselves readily 

*%ennedy, "Address at the University of Horth Carolina,n 

1961, P. P. P., p. 661. 

•^Cicero, I, 233• 
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to favors of fortune • However*, some use is made and a few 

examples of such will be considered. 

Kennedy referred to a favor of fortune in his com-

mencement address at San Diego State College, and used 

it in attempting to motivate the /graduates of the college. 

1 am sure that the graduates of this College 
recognize that the effort of the people of Cali-
fornia—the Governor, the legislature, the local 
communities, and faculty—that this concentrated 
effort of mind and scholarship to educate the 
young citizens of this State has not been done 
laerely to give this school*s graduates an eco-
nomic advantage in the life struggle• Quite 
obviously, there is a higher purpose, and that 
is the hope that you will turn to the service 
of the State, the scholarship, the education, 
the qualities which society has helped develop 
in y o u,20 

Hero Kennedy referred to the favor of connoctions 

which the students had with considerate people of the 

state and also to the talents which the students had 

been able to develop because of the opportunities afforded 

by the people. This was used in the speech to allow the 

graduates to know how the people who helped them achieve 

their education expected them to show their gratitude. 

In the address at the University of North Carolina, 

Kennedy used the favor of connections in much the same 

vfay. On this occasion he appealed to the traditions of 

the state in attempting to motivate the audience to 

follow in the rich heritage, 

^Kennedy, "Commencement Address," 1963, P, P. P., p. 446, 
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North Carolina has long been identified 
with enlightened and progressive loaders and 
people, and I can think of no more important 
reason for that reputation than this univer-
sity, which year after year has sent educated 
men and women who have had a recognition of 
their public responsibility as well as in their 
private interest«21 

It ia my hope, in a changing world, when 
untold possibilities lie before North Carolina, 
and indeed the entire South and country, that 
this university will still hav/ to the old line 
of the responsibility that its graduates owe 
to the community at large—that in your time, 
too, you will be willing to give to the State 
and country a portion of your lives and all 
of your knowledge and all of your loyalty.22 

This aacia favor of fortune, connections with a rich 

heritage, is found in the Inaugural Address* 

Ife dare not forget today that we are the 
heirs of that first revolution# Let the word 
go forth from this time and place, to friend 
and fo© alike, that the torch has been passed 
to a new generation of Americans—born in this 
century, tempered by war, disciplined by a hard 
and bitter peace, proud of our ancient heritage— 
and unwilling to witness or permit the slow un-
doing of those human rights to which this nation 
has always been eonoitted, and to which we are 
committed today at home and around the world 

Thus it can be seen that Kennedy used the favors of 

connections and talent in his speeches. He did not show 

how they had been used or misused, but rather he utilized 

thes as motivational power in his speeches. 

*P1 
Kennedy, "Address at the University of North Carolina," 

1961, P. P. P., p. 666. * " * 

2 2 M £ * 

^Kennedy, "The Inaugural Address," 1961, P. P. P,, p. 1, 
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In addition to a knowledge of the virtues and the 

knowledge of the favors of .fortune, Cicero states that" 

a c@reraoni.al speaker needs a good general knowledge. "A 

knowledge of many matters mat bo gasped, without which 

oratory is but an empty and ridiculous swirl of verbiage,"24 

• Keruied3f revealed M s knowledge of different matters 

in this selection of his speeches. which certainly helped 

to develop M s ethos* 

Kennedy revealed a unique knowledge in his remarks 

of welcome to the President of Pakistan, when he referred 

to the Khyber Pass which he visited as a boy.^5 This bit 

of knowledge came from the fortune he had of being born 

into a rich family and thus having the opportunity to 

travel. 

Another display of unique knowledge is found in the 

address at the National Football Foundation and Hall of 

Fame Banquet. In this speech Kennedy recalled some of 

the most exciting moments of his life as a spectator of 

football and adapted these to some of the former stars 

who were present. 

The main displays of knowledge are seen in his use 

of history, literature, the facts surrounding the needs for 

•̂•Cicero, I, 233. 

'-^Kennedy, "'.Telcorae to the President of Pakistan," 1961, 
P. P. P., p. 500. 

^Kennedy, "Address in New York City," 1961, P. P. P . , 
p. 771. 

mailto:c@reraoni.al
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administrative programs and the plans for implementing 

them* 

In considering Kennedy's use of history in M s 

ceremonial speeches, it can be observed that he referred 

to world history as well as American history# An example 

of world history came in his speech at the National 

Football Foundation and Hall of Fame Banquet• 

In speaking about the danger of overemphasis on 

professional athletics, he quoted from Gibbon, "Gibbon 

wrote two centuries ago that professionalism in amateur 

sports was one of the early evidences of the decline and 

fall of the Roman Empire •m2? 

Another example of Kennedyfs reliance on world his-

tory occurred in his speech of welcome to the President 

of Pakistan, 

The Kfaybtr Pass, the fact that Alexander*s 
troops moved through your country so many years 
ago in extending their control into the far 
reaches of the known earth, the great struggles 
of the 19th and 20th century on your frontiers-
all this had a great effect^upon at least one 
young American growing up.2° 

The references from American history are numerous, 

beiug found in four of the seven speeches studied# Deliv-

ering the commencement address at San Diego State College, 

Kennedy spoke of the history of education. 

2?Ibid. 

^Kennedy, "Welcome to the President of Pakistan." 1961, 
P- 500, 
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Education, quite rightly, ia the responsi-
bility of the State and the local community, but 
from the beginning of our country's history, from 
the time of"the Northwest Ordinance, as John Adams 
and Thomas Jefferson recognised, from the time of 
the Morrill Act at the height of the Civil tfar, 
v;han the land grant college syate-i x«as sot up 
under the administration of President Lincoln, 
"rom the beginning it has been recognized that 
there must be a national commitment. 

In his speech at the University of North Carolina, 

Kennedy utilised the history of the state along with the 

history of America# 

There is, of course, no place in America 
where reason and firmness are more clearly 
pointed out than here in Worth Carolina. Ail 
Americans can profit from what happened in this 
stats a century ago. It was this state, firmly 
fixed in the traditions of the South, which 
sought a way of reason in a troubled and danger-
ous world. Yet when the War came, North Carolina 
provided a fourth of all the Confederate soldiers 
who made the supreme sacrifice in those years.30 

Kennedy ' s references to history appear to be very 

appropriate when used# They were not used just to show 

the speakerfs knowledge of history# They were also used 

to amplify. This kind of knowledge was a natural for 

Kennedy due to his great interest in history. 

Next to be considered will be some examples of Kennedy*s 

use of literature. These examples are not nearly as plenti-

ful in his speeches as are the examples from history. In 

the speech at San Diego, Kennedy used Francis Bacon's famous 

-^Kennedy, "Commencement Address," 1963, ?• P. P., pp. 447" 
44$. 

3°Kennedy, "Address at the University of North Carolina,'1 

1961, P. P. P., p. 413. 



statement, "Knowledge is power,"3I Spoa!d.ns at the Univer-

sity of* !Jorth Carolina, Kennedy tool; a. short statement from 

Goethe *3-

The man who holds ths office r,C Pre ssidonfc of the United 

States takes every opportunity possible to <*©t his adminis-

tration* a policies before the pe<'>pl<vs. In five of the speeches 

under consideration information is ip.ven ooncomin^ needs 

and the administrations answer to the needs. A'lthough the 

speech situations feeing considered are all of ceremonial 

nature, some deliberative aspects nre present in then as 

Kennedy appealed to the high aspirations of the people 

spoken to, 

•Iftar Kennedy was presented a gold raedal signifying 

honorary membership in the Football Hall, of Fame, he 

addressed the audience concerning the need for physical 

fitness programs in our schools. He showed a. knowledge 

of the need for such a program by referring to statistics 

from the Selective Service and fror/i the city of Huskogee, 

Oklahoma• After showing the nt̂ ed, he pointed out the 

progress made in six weeks of participation in a fitness 

program, 33 

3lKennedy, "Commencement Address," 1963, P. P. P#, p. 446 

3~-Kennedy, nAddress at the University of Worth Carolina," 
1961, P. ?. P., p. 415. 

33Kennedy, "Address in lew York City,* 1961, P. P. P., 
p. 772. * - - -
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Aii additional uxanple o" Kennedy's l:no\ilodnc- of a 

problovi :.3 "ovmC. in tho re? tarks at the dedication of the 

.̂ elaw.".; land Turnpike • Ho noirteo out the need, to 
i' f 4L 

make r e p a r a t i o n for increase i:i poivulction of that 

parti ci ilar area. 

'ly the year '2000, those states veil?- need 
to find housing and parks for 23 million more 
people, nn increase of roughly 50 poreent 5n 
less than 4U years. They will need schools 
f o r 6 million more of your children# They will 
need hospital and nursing homes for some o rail-
lion men and women over the age of 65, compared 
to 4l m i l l i o n today. Thoy will need to provide 
an additional 2 billion gallons of viator every-
day .34 

The remedy for this particular need was also provided# 

These are some of the facts vihich the 
people of tho northeast mat face, and the 
State governments m u s t faco with thorn, and 
tho F e d e r a l Government rmist talcs the lead.3^ 

In orler Cor the main ideas of a speech to be effec-

tive , thoy need to be kept before the audience long enough 

"or the audience to understand. This is the process of 

amplification* The methods of amplification mentioned in 

Chapter Two are estimation, au^ientation, similarity, and 

cumulation. In this sample of speeches we find estimation 

and augmentation utilized. There are several ways b y which 

a speech way be amplified with estimation; some of these 

will be considered. 

34Kennedy, "Dedication of the Delaware-Maryland Turn-* 
pike/' 1963, P. P. P., p. 554# 

35ibid. 



i px*cv'vio jji)̂ w* o . ci«M,x̂- V" L ,^\j£ rocufor" 

jiJLv«i*0 '4 wiw 0— V̂CIM.'.*. k' <-J*»**•*Jt».«.jk0^4rv x£»u 

ollJLsd* ;, ;,/vl j,30 V̂' 1, \„,i .̂/.l/JL-a;.̂  i. *.0~ ••» * 0 w JLi Li.' *.i« w • X Clu 

ilO'C u J«X 3V0 tiltXG S--y ̂ .î uuO --i L =»̂uU yjXtJLA .* - -1 v>i."y u - <, l?*Q'x*-<l 

<iu'mn^ioa in rocont ;foare to educating Its citizens to the 

111,glao&t . X $ wOC y*..L 1̂3 V t:l,l. j „i~4 u;Uj ujCcXu^J ^ OlX0 

junior o alleges s, tho high achvK-ls ;-;nd tS; ̂ rade schools 

;a ;v3xmo:iy ̂ cjleornod tba Pros!-: ont of Pakistan, be 

pointed out that one roason -Vc-,-.1 the jroat •;sl«̂ g*.co in 

having hia visit America was thc.,v liis uouritry had shown 

America .friendship. This point vias heightened by Remedy's 

amplification through estimation by referring to Pakistan 

S 00XBMOll[^ tjiiiiv . .uj."'3 oO ijCtiliij t*j wUi' £.iGS-.v->o^Ui.'O . j 

It is a Tact 'which is i^eaeubered by every 
citizen of this country, that during the diffi-
cult days which faced our country at tho tiue 
of the war in Korea, one of the first to offer 
ua assistance ".ias your country »3 

;mcther use or a:apli^ication hy estimation is seen in 

the Inaugural Address. In outlining the various pledges, 

Kennedy prcnised help to those people living in huts and 

villages and struggling to break tho bonds of rdLsery.^ 

H© then amplified the pror̂ ise ty saying it was the appro-

priate thing to do. 

-^Kennedy, " Gomraeno e? aent Address," 1963, P. P. j£», p. 446* 

3''Kennedy, "Welcome to the President of Pakistan," 1961, 
?. P. P., p. 500. 

^Kennedy, "The Inaugural Address," 1961, P. P. P., p. 2. 
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We pledge our best efforts to help them 
help themselves, not because the Conaouhists 
may be doing It, not because we seek their 
votes, tout because it is right# If a free 
society cannot help the many who are poor, , . 
it cannot save the few who are rich»39 

Going now from amplification by estimation to amplifi-

cation by augmentation,'we observe in Kennedy*a speeches 

one principal kind of this form, the testimony of those 

competent* In the address given at the national Football 

Foundation and Hall of Fame Banquet, Kennedy referred to 

six individuals who would be considered competent author!** 

ties* One of the authorities referred to in the speech 

was General Hershey, the head of the Selective Service# 

His testimony gave weight to the point Kennedy was pro-

jecting about the lack of physical fitness among our young 

people#40 

This same type of amplification is also found in the 

speech given at the University of North Carolina. Kennedy 

amplified his point stressing the need for college trained 

students to render service to their state and country by 

quoting from Woodr©w Wilson and Prince Bismarck of Germany* 

Both of these men testified concerning the connection between 

the educated and those people capable of leading a nation.41 

39xfcid« 

^Kennedy, "Address in New York City," 1961, P. P. P,, 
p. 772. - - -

^Kennedy, "Address at the University of North Carolina," 
1961, P. P. P., p. 667. 
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thus the main kinds ©f amplification Kennedy used 

m m ©animation and augmentation. 

Row that the general aspects of intention for cere-

monial speaking have been considered, attention will be 

given to the specific invention of each speech sine© 

Brigance states that in content, speeches for special 

occasions have little similarity.^2 

The invention for a speech of dedication is usually 

closely related to the object of dedication and is designed 

to impress the hearers with the planning and labor* This 

particular speech may also present a challenge for the audi* 

ease# 

In his speech of dedication at th© Delaware-Karyland 

Turnpike, Kennedy followed these basic principles of invent 

tion* The entire speech was closely associated with the 

turnpike. He praised th® dedicated effort of the citisens 

involved, and he pointed out the significance of the accom-

plishment* 

The latter part of the speech issued a challenge to 

the members of the audience* Kennedy pointed out the tre-

mendous growth of population that could be expected in the 

area* and then he challenged the people to take the initia* 

tive in meeting the needs. 

Thus, Kennedy followed very closely the suggestion® 

for this kind of speech. 

^2Brigance, p. 491. 
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The invention for the inaugural address flows from the 

occasion. Brigance states that the speaker has four duties# 

These consist of expressing appreciation for those Mho put 

him in office, uniting the group and healing wounds if any, 

affirming the officer*s determination, and presenting a 

broad outline for the cosing term.43 

In his inaugural, Kennedy did not express appreciation 

for those who put hira in office. This was probably omitted 

due to the dignity of the occasion and since an inaugural 

address is such a universal speech. Also, sine® Kennedy 

was trying to unite tho American people, a statement of 

appreciation might be taken to be rather partisan. 

It appears that Kennedy oade a special effort to unite 

the American people# Terras used which indicate this include 

"fellow citizens," "we observe today not a victory of party, 

but a celebration of freedom,* and "we dare not forget toeay 

that m are heirs of that first revolution."44 It was espe-

cially important for Kennedy to attempt to unite the people 

and to build his ethos because the election had been won 

only by 120,000 popular votes and an electoral college major-

ity of 303 to 219M 

*>3Ibid.. PP. 501-502. 

^Kennedy, "The Inaugural Address," 1961, P. P. P., 
p* 1* — — ~ 

^Capp, p# 234. 
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Kennedy also affirmed his determination toward tho 

tasks. This was expressed in collective terms# 

Lot til® word go forth from tills time and 
place, to friend and foe alike, that the torch 
has been passed to a•new generation of Americans—* 
born in this century, tempered by war, disciplined 
by a hard and bitter peace, proud of our ancient 
heritage—and unwilling to witness or permit the 
slow undoing of those Susan rights to which this 
nation has always been consaitted, and to which we e 
are comitted today at home and around the world*4o 

A broad outline was also given for the coming term in 

the form of pledges» Thus, Kennedy followed most of the 

suggestions given for the invention of an inaugural speech* 

The only one he omitted was the expressing of appreciation 

to those who put him in office• 

The content of the coaeaencenent address usually con-

sist of congratulation and advice for tho graduates* In 

Kennedy*s commencement address at San Diego State College, 

he spent very little tine congratulating those who had 

Just finished their college education. He talked on a 

broader scale and praised the people of California for 

their emphasis on education, 

Kennedy drew his topic fron the occasion* Those who 

wore present would naturally be interested in education 

and this was what ho spoke on* In speaking on this sub- • 

ject, Kennedy issued a challenge to the graduates as well 

as a challenge for all people interested in upgrading 

^Kennedy, "The Inaugural Address,R 1961, JP* P* P*# p* 1« 
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education to build a better America# The matter of pro-

jecting a challenge is recognised, as a part of the 

comraencement address, but also simply characteristic of 

Kennedy, who thrived on participation and achievement•• 

tli® invention for an anniversary speech usually 

cones frcaa an inventory of the past and a challenge for 

the future* Kennedy delivered such a speech as this at the 

University of North Carolina on Founder's Day# On this 

sane occasion, *m received.an honorary degree# . In his 

speech* Kennedy performed both ceremonial functions# 

First he expressed his appreciation for the honorary degree, 

then hm talked' about the institution. Keimedy recalled some 

of the outstanding leaders of the state who had been asso-

ciated with the university and then challenged M s audience 

to carry out the tradition that had long existed* 

In the latter part of this speech, Kennedy deviated 

slightly frcaa the ceremonial occasion^ At the time this 

speech was given, some of Kennedy*s opponents were begin-

ning to advocate "total victory" in the various skirraislias 

which the country was involved* It appears that Kennedy 

took this public occasion to reply to such slogans# Kennedy 

statedi 

In tiaes pastes simple slogan described our 
policy* "ftftyfour^forty or fltpfe** "To make the 
world safe for d e m o c r a c y B M o entangling alli-
ances*4* But the times, issues, and the weapons, 
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all have changed—and complicate and endan-
ger our live®,47 

Peace and freedom do not com© cheap, and 
we are destined, all of us here today, to live 
out most if not all of our lives in uncertainty 
and challenge and peril.4o 

Other than this slight deviation, Kennedy followed 

the basic suggestion for the anniversary speech. 

Invention for a eulogy comes directly from the person's 

life and usually consists of the person's attainments, his 

life purposes, his qualities of character, and his influence 

during his lifetime and on later time®. 

Kennedy delivered a short eulogy of Robert Frost at 

the ground breaking for the Robert Frost Library on the 

campus of Amherst College. In developing the eulogy, 

Kennedy dwelt on the quality of toughness in Frost*s 

character. This might seem like a strange quality for 

a poet to possess, but Konnedy explained it like this8 

I was impressed by a good many qualities 
but also by his toughness. He gives the lie, 
as a good many other poets have, to the fact 
that poets are rather sensitive creatures who 
live in the dark of the garret• Ha was very 
hardboilad in his approach to life, and his 
desires for our country.49 

4/Kennedy, "Address at the University of North Carolina," 
1961, P. F, p. 668, 

4%bld. 

49Kennedy, "Remarks at the Ground Breaking for the Robert 
Frost Library at Amherst College," October 26, 1963, P. P. P., 
p. 813. - - - » 
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For a eulogy to be meaningful* it is necessary for the 

speaker to have had opportunities to observe the person in 

action* Kennedy had known Frost only for about four or five 

years, but during this tine they evidently had spent soma time 

together. As Kennedy developed the point about the toughness 

of Frost*s character, he referred to a personal conversation* 

"He once said to ne not to let the Harvard in B® get to be too 

important• So we have followed that advice 

Kennedy also referred to the influence which the poet 

would contime to have on Msricans and especially upon the 

people associated with Asiherst College* 

Libraries are memories and in this library 
you will have the mesrory of an extraordinary 
American $ Biueh more than that, really—an extraor-
dinary human being# 51 

Thus* in the eulogy Kennedy spoke about an individual 

whoa he tad had the opportunity to observe, developed a qual-

ity of character and pointed to the lasting influence of the 

poet* 

The object of the address of welcome is to make the per-

son or persona being welcomed feel at home, Kennedy delivered 

a speech of this nature when he welcomed the President of Pak-

istan. The content of the speech consisted of reasons why 

Kennedy and the American people were glad to extend their wel-

come* 

5°Ibid» 

51Xbid. 
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Another type of speech under consideration is the accep-

tance speech. The them© of this speech usually shows gratitude 

and praises the spirit of those presenting the gift or the 

award* Kannedy delivered a speech of this nature after 

accepting the National Football Foundation's gold modal* 

Kennedy performed his ceremonial function by expressing 

appreciation for the award. In expressing his appreciation, 

Kennedy spiced things with a little humor. 

I want to express my thanks to you for this 
award. Polities is an astonishing profession • • * 
It has enabled rae to go from being an obscure mora-
ber of the junior varsity at Harvard to being an 
honorary member of the Hall of Fame# 52 

In addition to performing the ceremonial function, Kennedy 

also discussed the subject of physical fitness. This was a 

deviation froia the suggestions given for the acceptance speech, 

but certainly the audience would not expect the President to 

attend just to accept an award. 

Basically the seven speeches of Kennedy followed the sug-

gestions made by modern writers for each type of spooch. The 

only real deviations occurred in his anniversary speech at 

the University of Worth Carolina and his acceptance speech at 

the Hall of Fane Banquet. 

Summary 

The following generalizations may be drawn concerning 

Kennedy*s use of invention in ceremonial speaking* 

52Kennedy# "Address in New York," 1961, P. P# P., p* 771 • 



{1} He displayed a *ood tomowled#e of the occasions 

and the audiences# 

(2) Through a knowledge of the audiences he was able to 

use the virtues which each audience would value. 

Of the twelve virtues mentioned in Chapter Two, 

Kennedy made use of all but three. The two most 

heavily used virtues were achievenont and nagnanija-

ity* One virtue used by Koiuiedy, which was not 

mentioned in Chapter Two, was toutness* In his 

eulogy of Robert Frost, he referred to toughness as 

a quality by which many people knew Frost» 

(3) Kennedy utilised only two of the favor3 of fortune 

mentioned in Chapter Two and these were ascribed to 

members of the audiences, in attempts to motivate* 

(45 A general knowledge was displayed by Kennedy espe-

cially in hio use of pertinent facts from history. 

(5) The main forris of anplificat.ion used wore estimation 

and augmentation. 

(6) It can, then, be reported that John F» Kennedy*s 

choice of naterials and ideas for his ceremonial 

speeches was in close accord with both classical 

and modern advice. His invention tended to focus 

on ideas which reflected his broad knowledge of 

history, his extensive travels, and his own acquaint-

ance with courage. In terms of invention, Kennedy 

must be regarded as a superior ceremonial speaker. 



CHAPTER I? 

DISPOSITION II PRESIDENT KENHBDY* S 
CERmOHAIi iPEJUurn 

Believing .good organisation to be essential in a 

speech, classical rhetoricians designated it the second 

part of rhetoric» They terawl it disposition# To thera 

it covered the concept of arrangement, orderly planning, 

and movement of the whole idea* The modern concept of ' 

disposition consists mainly of arrangement, this term 

is used to not® the order in which ideas are presented 

and the division of the speech into parte* 

Aristotle believed there mm two Indispensable- parts 

of a speech, the 'Statement of the ease and the proof • He 

later stated that if other parts nere necessary the total 

number should not exceed four: the exorditoa, statement of 

the case, proof, and the peroration*1 The modem division 

of a speech has cotoe to be introduction, body, and conclusion. 

These three part® accomplish everything that Aristotle*s four 

m m designed to do* 

Some occasional speeches do not require a full use of 

all the parts of a speech, because of their brevity!* 

^Aristotle, pp. 199~200* 
2Brigance, p. 491* 

ai 
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however, the principles of the various parts apply to occa« 

atonal speaking.? 

The first thing for consideration under disposition 

Will be Kennedy*s use of the introduction. Although the 

sources being used for this study state that some oere~ 

nionial speeches do not use introductions, it is clearly 

discernable that Kennedy used an introduction in every 

speech being studied• 

The functions of the introduction are stated by 

Monroe and Ehninger as being to win attontion, to gain 

good Mill and respect, and to pave the way for the body 

of the speech*4 The other authorities considered in this 

study agree upon these functions. 

Kennedy did not utilise his Introductions to get 

attention* It appears that this was not necessary because 

the audiences to which he spoke on ceremonial occasions 

were certainly interested in the occasion or they would 

not have been present• In addition to this, the mere 

fact that Kennedy was the President of the United States 

gained attention itself* Therefore such things as start-

ling statements, quotations, and rhetorical questions, 

which are cocwtonly used to get attention, are absent from 

Kennedy's introductions• 

3Cicero, I, 451* 

Hlonroe and Ehninger, p. 242. 
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The main function for which Kennedy used the intro-

duction wm to gain good will and respect. It appears that 

he felt It was wry ixoportant for him to establish some-

thing in the introduction that would be common between 

Mas®If and M $ audience* The reason for this may be 

because Kennedy mm the youngest nan to over b# tlTOted 

President and therefore was trying to establish himself 

with the people* It is also a known fact that Kennedy 

was very conscious of his image and thus highly valued 

establishing a'good relationship with his audiences* 

Kennedy attempted to establish a good relationship 

with his audience while speaking at the l&tioml football 

Foundation and Hall of Faae Banquet* He first established 

a cousaon ground by referring to his football playing days 

at Harvard* In doing this* he pointed out that through 

politics he was able to climb from being an obscure bms-

ber of the Junior varsity at Harvard to being an honorary 

imrm&r of the football Mali of F®ae* To further establish 

good will, Kennedy referred to various meabers of the 

audience whoia he had watched play the game* 

I*st glad to be here tonight with some wen 
who gave me som of the most exciting moments 
of jay life# Clint Frank, who I understand is 
sitting down there, whom I saw score 5 touch-
downs against Princeton. Tom Haras® who scored 
21 points on ay 21st birthday in the first half 
of a game against California* Cliff Battles 
who made Qeorge Marshall look good at Boston 
way back in the thirties* And Jay Berwanger 
who's here tonight, who when Chicago was tenth 
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iu the Big Tsn, was on everyciw's All~Am«ri~ 

can.5 

Another good example of Kennedy establishing good will 

and building M s ethos occurred in the remarks of welcome 

to the President of Pakistan# Kennedy had the privilege 

of visiting Pakistan as a boy; thus a reference to this 

experience would appear to be a natural thing to do in 

welcoming someone from that country, Kennedy stated: 

I do not know if he realises that many 
generations of young boys, of which I was one 
in this century, found the same excitement in 
his country that young men, young boys find in 
my own country in Laramie, Fort Dodge, Tombstone, 

and all the rsst.° 

Speaking at the University of North Carolina, Kennedy 

again used his introduction to establish good will and a 

common ground• In this case the thing that he and members 

of the audience had in common, was a dagree from the univer-

sity. He further established his ethos by stating that he 

felt it was a proud symbol. 
1 am pleased to receive in the short sp&co 

of 1 or 2 minutes the honor for which you spend 
over 4 years of your lives. But whether the degre® be honorary or earned, it is a proud 
symbol of this university and State.7 

^Kennedy, "Address in New York City,* 1961, P. P. P., 
p. 771. ~ ~ 

^Kennedy, "Welcome to the President of Pakistan," 1961, 
P. P. P., p. 500. 

7Kennedy, "Address at the University of North Carolina," 
1961, P. P. P., p. 41«. 
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The introduction of the inaugural. address provides 

another example of the establishment of good will and 

common ground# In his introduction Kennedy ê iphaeized 

that it vies not juut a party celebration but a celebra-

tion for all of the American people. 

Ue observe today not a victory of party, 
but a celebration of freedom—symbolizing an 
end as well as a beginning—signifying renewal, 
as well as change# For I have sworn before you 
and Almighty God the same solemn oath our fore-
bears prescribed nearly a century and three-
quarters ago#^ 

In delivering the reiaarks at the ground breaking for 

the Robert Frost Library, Kennedy ostablished a cannon 

ground by referring to his association with Frost* This 

was important because the people at iuiherst College loiei; 

Frost well as Amherst had been lis faocae for sometime* 

Kennedy stated: "1 knew 14% Frost 'quite late in his life, 

in really the last 4 or 5 years, and I was impressed, as 

I know all of you were who kne-w hiia.^ 

At the eoiasiencetxcnt exercise of San Diego State College, 

Kennedy received an honorary degree and then spoke# He again 

established good will in Ids introduction by saying: 

1 want to express a very warm yeuse of 
appreciation for this honor that you have 
given me today, to be an instant graduate of 
this distinguished college» It is greatly 

^Kennedy, "The Inaugural Address," 1961, P» P# P», p. 236» 

^Kennedy, "Ground Breaking for the Robert Frost Library,11 

1963, P. P. P., p. 3lS. 
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appreciated and I ars delighted to participate 
in what la a most important ceremony in the Hires 
of us all.x* 

Froia the preceding exaaplos, It can be determined that 

Kennedy characteristically employed his introductions, in 

his ceremonial speeches, to establish good mil# This was 

usually don* by referring to the occasion and then present-

ing a link between the speaker and his audience to establish 

a common ground* 3oxae of the references used to establish 

coaimon ground caoo fron his past experiences* these wore 

particularly evident in the roiaarks of welcome to the 

President of Pakistan and the speech before the national 

Football Foundation and Hall of Facie Banquet« Son® of 

the other links eacie rroa references to the occasions 

showing how Kennedy and the audience shared the meaning 

of the event* this was exemplified by the introductions 

in the speech of dedication for the belaware-Ilax-yland 

Turnpike, the inaugural address, the commencement address 

at San diego State College, and the speech at the Univer-

sity of Hcrth Carolina# Other links came from common 

knowledge as in the remarks at the ground breaking for 

the Robert Frost Library, the North Carolina speech and 

the coiiioioneeuient address at San Diego State College# 

A third function of the introduction, according to 

the authorities, is to pave the way for the body of the 

1{jKennedy, ttComaer.cement Address," 1963, £•£•£•# P* 446* 
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speech. In raost of tlu* .jurer.io;d:\l occasions, a sixipio 

Terence to the event in the Introduction served this 

purpose* However, in a fe;-j instances In which Kennedy 

spoke on subjects related to the evont he did provide 

additional information neeossary "or understanding the 

body of the speech* One orach occasion 'was the speech at 

the National Football Foundation and Hall of Fane Banquet. 

After Kennedy had aeeeptod his award and established good 

will, he then prepared his audience for the discussion of 

physical fitness,* 

X will net enter into a debate about whether 
football or baseball is our national sport. The 
sad fact is that it locks Lioro and more as if our 
national sport Is not playing at all«̂ »but watching. 
TJe have become more and more not a nation of ath-
letes but a nation of spectators *3-1 

Thus it appears that Kennedy fully realised the value 

of good introductions even in ceremonial speeches, and used 

them effectively to establish good will and to pave the way 

for the main discussion in his speeches. 

The next aspect of Kennedy's arrangement for consi-

deration will be his plan of development in the body of 

his speeches* The body of an occasional speech, as in 

any other speech, provides the riain ideas. The body for 

speeches of commemoratlon. which include the speech of 

dedication, the inaugural address, the comae nceraent address, 

•^Kennedy, "Address in Hew York City," 1961, P. P. P., 
p* 771. 
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the anniversary speech, and the eulogy, usually contain 

incidents and facts that show there is reason for a cele-

bration or eoBBaemoration*12 

Kennedy followed the description of the body of a 

stive speech very closely in his speech dedicating 

the Delaware-Maryland Turnpike. In the speech, he gave 

reason® why the people of the area should be celebrating# 

This he did by speaking of what the highway symboliaed# 

It symbolises, first of all, the part-
nership between the Federal Government and the 
states . . . . and secondly it symbolizes the 
effort we have made to achieve the most modern 
interstate highway system in the world . » . . 
and third it symbolises the effort which we are 
giving and mist be giving to organising an 
effective communication system here in the 
United States of America. Finally, this high-
way symbolises a coordinated effort which we 
must have to the problems in this section of 
the United States#*3 

The body of the eulogy which Kennedy gave on Robert 

Frost provided reasons why Kennedy felt that Frost was 

worthy to be honored by Amherst College and to be remem-

bered by all people• Thus, it also followed the pattern 

previously suggested. 

The address at the University of North Carolina was 

likewise characterised by providing reasons for the cele-

bration. On this occasion, they were celebrating Founder's 

-^Teager, p. 219-220. 

I3Kennedy, ̂ Dedication of the Delaware-Maryland Turn-
pike," 1963, P. P. P., p. 354. 
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Day* However, Kennedy did not stay strictly with this 

pattern of development throughout the speech, II® attempted 

to 'stimulate his audience to reader service to the state 

and nation, and he also spoke about present world problems 

which had been brought up by bis political opponents* 

Thus, it can':be seen how closely invention and disposition 

are related. In the previous chapter# it was stated that 

part of the invention of this speech was used to refute 

some claim® made by opponents# The disposition just car-

ried out what he felt was necessary to say*. Although this 

deviation was made by Kennedy, the overall continuity does 

not appear to suffer* 

1 Kennedy*s commencement address at San Diego State 

College, and his inaugural address also deviated frost pat-

tern of giving reasons for the celebration. In these oases, 

Kennedy mentioned the occasions in the introductions and 

then used the body of the speeches to inspire his audiences. 

The reason for the deviation probably was due to the situ-

ations. The audiences listening to these particular speeches 

were probably already convinced that there were reasons for 

celebration, and they were likely expecting something else 

from the speaker, such as a broad outline of the adminis-

trative program in the inaugural address. This Kennedy did 

by stating pledges to five groups and a request for a sixth. 

(1) To those old allies whose cultural and 
spiritural origins we share, we pledge the 
loyalty of faithful friends. 
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(2) To those new states whom we welcome to the 
rank® of the free, we pledge our words that one 
form of colonial control shall not have passed 
away merely to be replaced by a far greater iron 
tyranny. 

(3) To tham peoples in the huts and villages 
across the globe struggling to break the bond® 
of mas# misery, we pledge our best efforts to 
help them help theaselves# 

(4) To our sister republics south of our border, 
we offer a special pledge**-to convert our good 
words into deeds, in a new alliance for progress* 

(5) To that world-assembly of sovereign states, 
the United Nations, we renew our pledge of sup-
port » 

(6) Finally, to those nations who would make 
themselves our adversary, we offer not a pledge 
but a request, that both sides begin anew a 
quest for peace 

In his comtenoeaeat address at San Diego State College, 

Kennedy presented the reality of inequality in education and 

what should be done about it, as he attempted to inspire 

his listeners to dedicate themselves to the cause. 

Monroe and Ehninger state that if speeches of courtesy 

have a formal division into introduction, body, and con-

clusion the body usually consists of complimentary facts 

about the guests being welcomed or the hosts•^5 Kennedy*8 

speech of welcome to the President of Pakistan and his 

acceptance speech at the national Football Foundation and 

Hall of Fame Banquet fall into this category* 

14Kennedy, "The Inaugural Address," 1961, P. P» P., 
pp. 1-2. "* 

3-5Monroe and Ehninger, p. 509. 
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The speech of welcome reveals a clear list of compli-

mentary facts about the President of Pakistan and his 

country* 

We are also glad to have you here because 
Americana ia private and in their public life 
appreciate the value of friendship and the con-
stancy of friends and it is a fact which is 
remembered by every citizen of this country, 
that during the difficult days which faced our 
country at the time of the war in Korea, one of 
the first to offer us assistance was your coun- , 
try • » • 

Thirdly we are glad to have you here because 
even in my short months as President of the United 
States I have had ay own opportunity to sake a 
Judgement of the vigor, of the friendship* of the 
people of your country. And during the difficult 
days which we have already had, the support and 
friendship which your country has extended us has 
caused you to be especially welcome today* 

Host of all, we re glad to have you her© 
because you come as the head of an important and 
powerful country which is allied with us in SEATG, 
which is associated with us in CENTO, which repre-
sents a powerful force for freedom in your area of 
the world•io 

Speaking at the National Football Foundation and Hall 

of Fame Banquet after accepting his gold medal award, Kennedy 

gave his complimentary remarks about the hosts in the intro-

duction of his speech* The body of the speech was then 

devoted to the development of the need for physical fitness»^-7 

The bodies of Kennedy* a cereraonial speeches basically 

conform to the suggestion of citing incidents, facts, and 

^Kennedy, "tfelcome to the President of Pakistan," 1961, 
p. p. p., P . 560. 

17Kennedy, "Address in New York," 1961, P* P. P., pp. 771* 
772, 
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reasons for celebration in the speeches of eoranenioration 

and providing complimentary facts in the speeches of cour-

tesy. Occasionally., Kennedy deviated from these patterns, 

probably due to the densande of the situations# On such 

occasions the organisation was still easy to follow# 

Therefore, it could be said that the main parts of Kennedy's 

speeches were well organised. 

The last part of the order of arrangement is the 

conclusion. The principal function of this part is to 

focus the thought and feeling of the audience on the 

central these developed during the course of the talk*^ 

SOB© of the methods most commonly used to end a speech 

are a suraaary, a quotation, an illustration, and a challenge 

or appeal *2*9 

Generally, Kennedy*s conclusions contained material 

designed to exolt* challenges # ftis was done in the sense 

of intensifying and actuating rather than trying to change 

beliefs* This use of the conclusion was consistent with 

Kennedy's whole philosophy. He was reared in a ho®# where 

challenges were welcomed and throughout his life h© accepted 

th*nu In his Presidential campaign, ha'.stressed the need to 

look ahead and accept the challenges which lay before• This 

l%ionro® and Ehninger, p. 26$. 

*9ibia.« 



was exemplified by M s campaign stress on "The New Fron-

tier ft 

And so my fellow Americans, ask not what 
your country can do for you; ask what you can 
do for your country. My fellow citiaens of the 
worlds ask not what American will do for you, 
but what together we can do for the freadout or 
man* 

Finally, whether you are citizens of Ameri-
ca or citizens of the world, ask of us the gas® 
high standards of strength and sacrifice which 
vm ask of you# With a good conscience our only 
sure reward, with history the final judge of 
our deeds, let ue go forth to lead the land we 
love, asking His blessing and His help, but 
knowing that here on earth Godfs work must 
truly be our own«*0 

Kennedy*a speech at IJorth Carolina was also concluded 

with an appeal to the emotions to excite a challenge• 

oust distinguish the real from the 
illusory, the long-range from the temporary, 
the significant froci the petty, but if we 
can be purposeful, if we can face up to our 
duty undeterred by fanatics or frenzy at home 
or abroad, then surely peace and freedom can 
prevail# We shall be neither Red nor Dead, 
but alive and free—and worthy of the tradi-
tions and responsibilities of Korth Carolina 
and the United States of America.21 

In concluding the speech before the National Football 

Foundation and Hall of Fame Banquet, Kennedy used a quota-

tion from Theodore Roosevelt that also served as an appeal 

to the emotions to encourage participation in physical 

activity. 

20Kennedy, "The Inaugural Address," 1961, P. P* P., p. 2. 

2iKennedy, "Address at the University of North Carolina," 
1961, P. P. P., p. 663. 
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The credit belongs to the man who is actu-
ally In the arena—'whose face is marred by dust 
and sweat and blood . • « who knows the great 
enthusiasms, the great devotions-—and spends 
himself in a worthy cause—who at best if he 
wins knows the thrills of high achievement— 
and if he fails at least fails while daring 
greatly—so that his place shall never be 
with those cold and timid souls who know nei-
ther victory nor defeat.22 

The same kind of conclusion was found in the speech at 

San Diego State College. On this occasion he used a personal 

observation with emotional appeal. 

I have traveled in the last 24 hours from 
Washington to Colorado to Texas to here, and 
on every street I see mothers standing with 
two or three or four children. Thev are going 
to pour into our schools and our colleges in 
the next 10 or 20 years and I want this genera**, 
tion of .Americans to be as prepared to meet this 
challenge as our forefathers did in making it 
possible for all of us to be here today. We are 
the privileged, and it should be the ambition of 
every citizen to express and expand that privi-
lege so that all of our countrymen and women 
share it.23 

As Kennedy concluded his remarks at the dedication 

of the Delaware~Maryland Turnpike, he praised the initia-

tive of the people in the past who planned the highway 

then issued a challenge to those of the present day# 

Because people several years ago made the 
plans and took the initiative, this highway is 
now being dedicated, I hope in the year 1963 
we will again take stock of the needs of the 
country over the next decade and we will begin 
today, this year, this decade, the things which 

p. 495 

22Kennedy, "Address in New York City," 1961, P. P. P., 
'5 • 

Kennedy, "Commencement Address," 1963, P. P. J?., p. 448. 
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will make this country a better place to live 
in .for the rest of this century.24 

Following th© same pattern of conclusions, Kennedy-

concluded his remarks at the ground breaking for the 

Robert frost Library by appealing to emotions to excite 

a challenge. 

Libraries are memories and in this library 
you will hair# the memory of an extraordinary 
American; such taore than that, really—-an 
extraordinary human being. And also you will 
have the future, and all the young men who 
come into this library will touch something 
of distinction in our national life, and, I 
hope, give something to it**-5 

Therefore, the characteristic thing about Kennedy's 

conclusions via a that they were designed to excite challenges • 

Even though, in a few occasions quotations or summaries were 

used, yet the thing that remains outstanding is the challenge• 

SuGuaary 

The following generalizations may be drawn concerning 

Kennedy1« disposition in ceremonial speaking, 

(1) Kennedy's ceremonial speaking was characterized 

by the use of an introduction, body, and1 con-

clusion. Although the authorities often mention 

that some occasional speeches do not require a 

full use of all the parts, it appears that 

24Kennedy, "Dedication of the Delaware-Maryland Turn-
pike," 1963, P. P. P., p. £54. 

^Kennedy, "Ground Breaking for the Robert Frost Library," 
1963, P. P. P., p. 31$. 
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K@iaw.dj used all the parts because he often 

did sore with his speeches than was required 

by the ceremonial occasion. 

{2} Kennedy characteristically used hi® introductions 

to establish good will,' This w $ usually done by 

referring to the occasion and then presenting a 

link between the speaker and the audience# 

(3) Kennedy also used his introductions to pare the 

way for the bodies of his speeches. Often this 

was done by simple reference to the occasion# 

However, in son® speeches additional information 

nas given to help the audience prepare for the 

body# 

(4) la most cases, the bodies of Kennedy's cere-

monial speeches conformed to the suggestions of 

the authorities• They stated that in speeches 

of comeaoration the bodies would usually contain 

incidents, facta, and reasons for celebration* 

In speeches of courtesy, they suggested that the 

body contain complimentary facts, Kennedy occa-

sionally deviated from this* Some occasions 

probably demanded that he say more than just the 

necessary things for the ceremonial occasion# 

(5) Generally, Kennedyfs conclusions contained appeals 

to the emotions in attempts to excite challenges. 

mailto:K@iaw.dj
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{6} Kennedy wed a very tight order of arrangement, 

in that there were no superfluous point® or 

expressions# 

(?) It may be concluded that John Kennedy's order of 

arrangement in his ceremonial speaking ma in close 

accord with classical and modern advice# Probably 

the most interesting thing about Kennedy's arrange-

»nt is that he tended to open with charm and close 

with inspiration. 



CHAPTER ¥ 

STTLE II FEESIDEHT KBHHEDY*S 
CEREMONIAL SPSAICIHG 

Speech style has always 'been of concern to rhetoricians, 

critics, and public speakers. Authorities agree that It is 

not enough to know what to say, but a speaker must be able 

to say it in an appropriate manner« In the various dis-

cussions of style that have been considered for this study, 

writers have treated it in a descriptive way more than a 

prescriptive way* Therefore, this chapter will primarily 

describe what Kennedy did with style in ceremonial speak-

ing and where possible explain why he used eertain devices* 

For many years rhetoricians have analysed the concept 

of style in terms of its qualities. The classical tradition 

generally accepted such features as correctness, clearness, 

appropriateness, and ornateness.l Modern writers generally 

use the saxae features or a variant classification# The out* 

line used by Thonssen and Baird in Speech Criticism will be 

followed in this chapter with amplifications taken from other 

sources* 

The first quality for consideration will be correctness, 

which is referred to as accuracy by Monroe and Ehninger.2 

iThonssen and Baird, p. 410. 

2Mdnroe and Ehninger, p. 313. 
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Believing this to be the cor© of all good style, Aristotle 

considered correctness as the proper use of connecting 

words, us© of specific rather than general words for things, 

avoidance of ambiguity, and correct expression of plurality.3 

In considering Kennedy's correctness of style, it might 

b© kept in mind that he was a graduate of Harvard, the author 

of two books that became best sellers, the winner of a 

Pulitiser Prize for literature and a seasoned speaker* 

The correctness in this sample of speeches is very 

obvious. In his use of connecting words, Kennedy on occa«* 

sioas went so far as to enumerate first, second, third, etc* 

This ¥ias true of his speech of welcome to the President of 

Pakistan. After he had mentioned the first two reasons 

for the pleasure in welcoming the President, he stated? 

"Thirdly, we are glad to have you here because even in ray 

short months as President of the United States, I have had 

my own opportunity to make a judgement of the vigor, of the 

friendship, of the people of your country."4 

In dedicating the De la ware -.Maryland Turnpike, Kennedy 

again enumerated his points. This time pointing out what 

the turnpike symbolized• "It symbolizes first of all • • • 

3Aristotle, p. 174. 

^Kennedy, "Welcome to the President of Pakistan," 1961, 
P. P. P., p. 506. 
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and secondly it syxaboliacs , . « And third it synbolizas 

• » . Finally it symbolises , , ,"5 

The conmncoiasiit address at San Diego State College 

also contained an enumeration of the points« "The first 

question, and the most important—does every American boy 

and girl have an opportunity to develop whatever talents 

they have? The second question relates to the quality of 

our education."^ 

Appropriate connecting words were also used in the 

inaugural address. After stating, ttW© shall pay any 

price, bear any burden, meet any hardship, support any 

friend, oppose any foe," ho aiada connection with the next 

part of his speech by saying! "This much we pledge—and 

aore»rt7 

In tho conclusion of the inaugural speech, Kennedy 

connected his speech -with his final appeal. "Finally, 

whether you are citizens of America or citizens of the 

world, aak of us the same high standards of strength and 

sacrifice which we ask of you.s 

From the preceding examples, it can b© seen that 

Kennedy exercised correctness in hi3 use of connecting 

55eaS®dX» "dedication of the Delaware-Maryland Turnnike," 
1963, P. P. P , , p. 854. - * 

^Kennedy, "Coraxnencement Address," 1963, P» P. P., p. 446. 

?Kannsdy, "The Inaugural Address," 1961, P. P. p. 1. 

%bid*» p. 3. 
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words and phrases. In the previous chapter on disposition, 

it wes pointed out that Kennedy*s overall arrangement was 

vary easy to follow. The proper us© of connecting words and 

phrases certainly contributed to this. The nee of connect-

ing words and phrases night also be considered a part of 

disposition, thus it can be seen how the canons of speech 

are interrelated. 

Another aspect of correctness in style is the use of 

specific rather than general words# Kennedy * 8 choice of 

language was unimpaired by colloquialism, archaisms, and 

word coinages* Kennedy did coin one vjcrd in his speech at 

the National Football Foundation and Hall of Fame Banquet• 

In talking about the lack of participation by the average 

citisen in athletics, Kennedy stated: "The result of this 

shift from participation to, If I nay use the word *specta~ 

tion,* is all too visible in the physical condition of our 

population#"9 

It can be noted that Kennedy handled this ethically 

by signifying to the audience that he was actually using 

the word to fit his own meaning# 

. A third aspect of correctness is the avoidance of 

ambiguity# Ambiguous terms do not exist in this sample of 

Kennedy's speaking# On occasions he even supplied explana-

tory expressions which kept some words from being ambiguous # 

^Kennedy, "Address in Hew York City," 1961, P. P. P., 
p. 772# 
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In his speech at the ground breaking; for the Robert Frost 

Library, Kennedy referred to his relationship with Frost J 

"I knew Mr, Frost quite late in hia life•"I0 He then 

clarified this by saying: "in really the last 4 or 5 

years."H In the same speech, Kennedy avoided ambiguity 

while speaking about Frost when he said: "Ho was not 

particularly belligerent in his relations,"2-2 to this he 

added: "his huraan relations."^ 

Another example of avoiding ambiguity is found in the 

speech at San Diego State College after mentioning the term 

segregation, Kennedy then clarified it, "We roust recognize 

that segregation and education, and I mean ĵ e facto segre~ 

gation in the Worth as well as the proclaimed ssgregation in 

the South, brings with it serious handicaps to a large pro-

portion of the population."H 

Therefore, Kennedy's style in c@reaoni.al speaking was 

very correct. The quality was acquired by clear connecting 

words and phrases, the use of specific rather than general 

terms, and the avoidance of ambiguity. Aristotle believed 

these things to be the core of all good style.15 

2>°Kenn®dy, "Ground Breaking for the Robert Frost Library," 
1903, J> P. p. 818. 

n I b l d . l 2 I b l d . 

13lbid. 

HKennedy, "Commencement Address," 1963, P. P. P., p. 447. 

^Aristotle, p . 174. 

mailto:c@reaoni.al
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The second quality of style listed by Thonssen and 

Baird is clearness* The same quality is closely related 

to correctness, and it implies that if the audience cannot 

understand the speaker all of his correctness is in vain, 

Kennedy achieved clearness in his speeches by being plain-

spoken and saying things as precisely as possible* Some 

of Kennedy*a sentences were somewhat lengthy} however, the 

thought still came tliromgh clearly. The clearness of 

Kennedy*s style stands out as an outstanding factor con-

tributing to hi# success as a speaker* 

Another quality of style for consideration is appropri-

ateness* This particular quality is also known as propriety# 

For a style to be appropriate, consideration oust be given 

to the subject matter, the audience, the speaker himself, 

and the particular occasion* Kennedy made adaptations 

in his style for the various situations• The most formal 

speech, in this sample, was the inaugural address* The 

occasion itself was extremely forma1$ thus the choice 

of language needed to correspond. It was also evident that 

aor© car® had been given in working out the wording for this 

speech* This would be natural for a President to do since 

this would be his first official speech as President* In 

m & % of the speeches, Kennedy was very informal# A good 

example of this occurred in the speech at the National 

Football Foundation and Hall of Fame Banquet• On this 

occasion, Kennedy made reference to a number of players 
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and ex-players who were present. On the same occasion, 

Kennedy used some hmor in comparing politics with foot-

ball. "Some Republicans have bean unkind enough to suggest 

that my election, vtf-lch v/as somewhat close, was somewhat 

similar to the Hotre Dai-ie-,Syracuse game. But I#m like 

Notre Bam#, we just take it as it comas and we*re not 

giving it back.n17 

Another example of Kennedy*s informal style occurred 

in the welcome speech to the President of Pakistan. In 

this speech Kennedy not only expressed the feeling of the 

American jraople, but he also expressed his personal feelings. 

"I 'do not know if he realises that many generations of young 

boys, of which 1 was one in this country, found the came 

excitement, the same adventure in the history of his country, 

that young boys find in ray own country,"^ 

Although the speeches bein~ considered aro of cere-

monial nature, they also contained a large amount of 

information. The handling of style thus becomes somewhat 

different than what might be expected in ceremonial speak-

ing* Kennedy commonly started out by making references to 

the occasions or to awards, and then deviated to talk about 

some need and then issue a challenge• This was evident in 

^Kennedy, "Address in Mew York City," 1961, P. P. P., 
p. 771. ~ ~ 

•^Kennedy, "Welcome to the President of Pakistan," 1961. 
P. P. P., p. 500. 
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such speeches as the North Carolina speech, the comencenzent 

address at San Diego State College, tho remarks at the dedi-

cation of the Delaware-Maryland Turnpike, and the address at 

the national Football Foundation and Hall of Faxa© Banquet* 

Hie oake-up of the audiences for this group of speeches 

consisted mainly of average or above average people in 

intelligence * Three of the speeches v;ore given on college 

campuses* These include the speech at the University of 

North Carolina, the commencement address at San Diego State 

College and the remarks at the ground breaking i*or the Robert 

Frost Iieoorial Library at Amherst. Throughout the speeches, 

there vias very little difference in .the complexity of lan-

guage | therefore it can "be concluded that the speaker 

regarded his audiences to be similar* 

Therefore the main adaptation Kennedy made•in refer-

ence to appropriateness was to the formality of the 

occasion* 

The last of the qualities to be considered is 

which refers to a certain elevation or grandeur in discourse* 

It is a distinctive quality which depends upon the artistic 

handling of words, sentences, and figurative element.19 

Liveliness and embellishment might be classified under 

the quality of style• Liveliness can best be achieved 

through the use of imagery.20 Enbellisliraent is achieved 

through tropes and figures.21 

^Thonssen and Baird, p. 416 20jfonroe, p. 321. 

2lThonssen and Baird, p. 419• 
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Liveliness through the use of imagery was almost non-

existent in this selection cf speeches. The only forms 

of imagery were visual, and organic• One us© of visual 

imagery is found in the conclusion of the speech before 

the National Football Foundation and Hall of Fame Banquet. 

The imagery was actually produced by a quotation taken 

from Theodora Roosevelt • "The credit belongs to the laan 

who is actually in the arena—whose face is marred by dust 

and sweat and blood 

Visual icaagery was also used in Kennedy * s inaugural 

address. As he was outliring pledges to various groups 

around the world, he stated: "To those peoplee in huts . 

and villages across the globe struggling to break the 

bonds of mass misery, we pledge our best efforts to help 

theia to help themselves."23 

A third example of visual imagery occurred in the 

commencement address at San "Diego State College. In 

concluding the speech, Kennedy used a personal observa-

tion to point out the problem of the cliiab in population. 

Kennedy statedi "1 have traveled in the last 24 hours 

from Washington to Colorado to Texas to hero, and on every 

street I see mothers standing with two or three or four 

children."24 

22Kermedy, "Address in New York," 1961, P. P. P., p. 772• 

•^Kennedy, "The Inaugural Address," 1961, P, P. P., p. 2. 

2^Kennedy, "Coiamencement Address," 1963# P. P. P., p. UUB, 
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Another ::orv. of organic, occurred in the 

quotation Kennedy used from Theodore Roosevelt,' which has 

been previously referred to. This kind of imagery appeals 

to the inner sensation* The quotation used made -reference 

to the nan who participates# Ho is a loan !H*flio know© "the 

great enthusiasms, the great devotions—-and spends himself 

in a worthy cause--who at best if he yins knows the thrills 

of high achievement—and if he fails at least fails while 

daring greatly*"-5 . 

fit-hough a large amount of imagery night be expected 

in ce-'or.oninl apoaking, since the major purpose is to 

impress, it was not -prosent la Kennedy's speaking of this 

nature. Kennedy did not circle around idoaa or back into 

them, but rather he went straight into then. Since Kennedy 

wa& such an advocate of clearness or simplicity, h© would 

certainly not throw in such things as foms of imagery 

just to put himself on exhibit. Therefore, since the 

material did not denand imagery, Kennedy did not use it 

extensively. 

Embellishment of language occurs sore often in Kennedy* s 

speaking than liveliness through imagery# The prinary func-

tion of embellishment is to adorn or elevate through the 

use of tropes and figures.2^ Although the classical writers 

•'5Kennedy, "Address in Hew York City," 19&1, £• £» £»* 
p. 773. 

2^7hon3sen and Baird, p. 419* 
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mads a distinction between tropes pr»d f? jnires. modern 

writors do not. For the purpose of this study they will 

he considered together. The metaphor is a figure that 

occurred with some frequency in K s p e a k i n g # In 

the soeech of dedication at the Delaware-Maryland Turnpike, 

Kennedy called the highway a ribbon. 

This highway has b»n built by the dedi-
cated effort of the citisens of these two states, 
p.nd it Joins a great interstate highway which 
represents a cooperative effort between the United 
States Government and the people of the various 
states, through which this long ribbon will pass* 27 

Speaking at the University of Korth Carolina, Kennedy 

used a quotation from (ioethe which was a metaphor• In 

asking students to serve their country he stated? "I ask 

you to decide, as Goethe put it, whether you will be an 

anril or a haimwar."^ 

A metaphor was used by Kennedy at the ground breaking 

for the Robert Frost Library at Aoherst College. He referred 

to libraries as memories in this way. "Libraries are memories 

and in this library you will find the memory of an extra-

ordinary American, men more than that, really an extraordinary 

human being."29 

^Kennedy, "Dedication of the Dela-jar e-l-Sary land 
Turnpike," 1963, P. P. P., p, $54. 

-^Kennedy, uAddress at the University of North 
Carolina," 1961, P. P. P., p. 66?. 

'^Kennedy, "Ground Breaking for the Robert Frost 
Library," 1963, P, P. P., p. 318. 
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San Diego Stat© ^ollago# He quoted froia Francis Bacon, 

and • the raetaphor appeared in the quote—"Knowledge is 

power, as Francis Bacon said SOJ years ago, and. today it 

is truer than it over was.'O^ 

A very practical question raised by Thonssen and Baird 

when appraising Uho eniheilishnant of style is, do the figures 

contribute to the speaker*s aira and obj©ctive?31 

It ia vary obvious that tho aotaphors Kennedy used 

were used simply to reinforce thought# They do riot call 

attention to the^mo Ive3 «ju« appear to be on iiaporuant part 

of the eontent • Thus, it arasfc be concluded that they wore 

used effectively, 

Personification was another kind or figure which 

occurred in soiue or Kennedy * s speeches. This figure 

gives huiaan attributes to objects* Two examples of this 

figure were used in Kennedy*3 inaugural address# 51 And if 

a beachhead of cooperation raay push back •che jungle of 

suspicion, let both sides join in creating a new endeavor,32 

The seconds "With a good conscience our only sure reward, 

with history the final judge of cur deeds»!!33 

3GKonnedy, "Comenoeraent Address," 1963, P, P, P., p. 668, 

3%honssen and Baird, p* 423, 

32K«nnedy, "Th« Inaugural Address," 1961, P. P, P., p, 3# 

33ibia. 
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Persouif?.cation also occurred in- the speech ir-van at 

the University of North Carolina* On this occasion Kennedy 

gave the nation's symbol, the American Eagle, human qualities* 

"The Anerican Eagle on ot.tr official seal emphasises both 

peace and freedom, and as I said in the State of the Union 

Address, we in this country give equal attention to its 

claws when it in its left hand holds the arrows and in 

its right the olive branch."34 

Kennedy*s line of personification coincides with his 

use of r.etaphors in thct they do not call undue attention 

t o then: s q Ivo s * 

Another stylistic device found in Kennedy*s ceremonial 

speeches is repetition, Some authorities also classify 

this as a figure, although it night also be a part of clear-

ness. Kennedy used this in the speech of welcome for the 

President of Pakistan, The possessive pre noun, your, was 

repeated to heighten thi* praise for the President, and to 

show that he was welcome® 

Tour leadership in your country, your stand 
for freedom, your efforts to build a better life 
for your people, your efforts to harness science 
in order to defeat nature, in the whole effort to 
reclaim your land and sake it fruitful—all these 
things have made yon a figure which causes ua to 
be extremely grateful to have you here.3. 

34-Konnedv, "Address at the University of North Carolina," 
1961, P. P. P>» p. 668. 

35Kennedy, "V/elcorce to the President of Pakistan," 1961, 
j? * P# P,» t p» 5&1# 
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I>„ c.i/.c.̂lu-r upe»icl\ b ***& t«*«*« u}.r,-n the wm-d, facts# 

In the last. part of hds speech dedicating the Ttolaware* 

i'iirylantl Turnpike, Kennedy stressed the facts that he felt 

had tc be faced. 

So we oloan these rivero and \m imist got 
fresh water from salt water# These are some of the 
facts which the people of the Northeast must face, 
and the State governments must face then, and the 
Federal Government must take the lead. They may be 
facta which some would prefer to ignore. They may 
he facts vhich some vmuld prefer to forget *3o 

An-other e'câ plo of repetition is found ir. the speech 

at th-i T*riivorsity Iforth Carolina# A xjhole statement is 

repeat-,: an-?, is aleo state----; in the forr? of a 3rfietor5.ee! ques* 

tion. 

• *ould yon have; ooursfcod bin ;» friond of 
ancient Greece, as George Uilliam Curtis asked 
a body of educators a century a^o, would you 
have him a friend of ancient Greece who quietly 
discussed the theory of patriotism on that hot 
summer day through whose hopeless and immortal 
hours Leoaidas and the th£<>e hundred stood at 
Thermopylae for liberty?3 < 

Kennedy also used repetition in his speech at the 

national Football Foundation and Hall of Fame Banquet, In 

stressing the need for involvement in a physical fitness 

program Kennedy stated: 

I ^rge every parent to support the program 
and his own children*s participation in it, I 
urge our colleges and Universities to lay down 

'3 ̂ Kennedy, "Dedication of the Delaware-Maryland Turn-
pike," 1963, P. P. P., p. 554. 

3'7Kennedy, rTAddress at the University of North Carolina," 
1961, ?. P, P,, p. 667* 
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basic ataridcr-Jts cf physical fitueso. I urge 
the Nation's community recreation centers to 
provide taore opportunity for those who arc nc 
longer attending school. And finally, 1 urge 
organisations such as this, to help establish 
more program for participation by American 
youth.-' -• 

Kennedy ofte/i used a parallel or balanced statoooiifc 

in his speeches, which is also referred to by some author-

ities as a figure* This was usad at the University of 

Worth vsroliaa as lis referred to the two opposing powers 

having tho capacity to destroy oaefc other, "While m do 

not Intend to sea the free world give up, we shall nake 

every effort to prevent the world rr«i I:eiag bluwi, up,"39 

i.T'. tri3 same speech a ?hall<inge was issued, nWe must 

aisti^aish the real f:roa the illusory, the lor.g range 

"ror.i the temporary, the significant froiu the petty,"40 

This type of structure was used repeatedly in the 

inaugural address• An ercaiiple ""ollov/s» n h e t every nation 

know,' whether it wishes us \mll or ill, that we shall pay 

any pricet bear any burden, meet any hardship, support any 

"riond, oppose any foe, in order to assure the survival and 

the success of ?uil>ert.y ,r'»-

3%ennody, "Address in lew York City " 1961, P. P. P,. 
p. 772. ' ~ ~ ' 

-^Kennedy, "Address at the University of North Carolina," 
1961, P. P. P., p. 66*. . ' 

4°Ibid.. p. 669• 

^Kennedy, cThe Inaugural Address," 1961, P> P. P., p. 1, 
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Kennedy's use of repetition and parallel statements 

was primarily used for anp!iasis» The repetition that was 

used was certainly not overdone so as to become tiring, 

but rather was used_in good taste• The parallel state— 

meats* which m m used temperately, helped to add variety 

while eiabellishing the style. 

Thus, it can be concluded that in Kennedy's use of 

ornatoneas he exercised good taste in not overworking 

this particular quality, ilia use of this quality would 

be consistent with what the authorities said about not 

substituting form for reason. 

Summary 

From the preceding discussion the following generali-

sations nay be drawn about Kennedy's style in ceremonial 

speaking: 

(1) The correctness of Kennedy1s style is very evi-

dent. This might be expected since he was a 

college graduate and a writer, but it appear# 

that Kennedy put forth special effort in his 

speaking to maintain this quality• 

(?.) The clearness of style In Kennedy's speeches is 

outstanding* Kennedy's experience as a campaigner 

and as a writer both contribute to this quality# 

Kennedy said things plainly and as precisely as 

possible. 
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ixi the various sltua-icci"--^ formal situation such 

as tnc inaugural yas given a, i'oriiiu J. tre&fanent of 

o-an̂ juage . i'he uore u.«:*f on̂ a..*. situations were 

t*6uu0u v/xta a rc.iu-cou, i'srui of language • Although 

the language was related, It was s t i l l appropriate. 

(4} Kennedy^ a-oylw was oievated through the use of 

iiaagory and figures. So-ie of the figures cosaaonly 

used wore the metaphor, personification, and rQpe*> 

tition. The. language was also often arraiiged in 

a-**-«A»'•*»* îycl '«ied structure. Kennedy used this 

c^ualxt̂  vOiupoa. o*cc.*.y a~i\x uo oxihanco xii.s r&ason. 

O) nodorn writers do not prescribe a definite kind 

of stylo for ceremonial speaking. They do suggest 

soiae uaiiigs that should oe avoided, such as a 

series of flowery platitudes, high sounding phrases, 

bozabasuic orcitory, and obvious orlxnoss It is 

obvious that Kennedy avoided all of these things# 

Thus, It can be concluded that Kennedy's style Mas 

excellent for eereiuonial speaking. 

^Monroe, p. 530. 
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CONCLUSION 

Man, as a social being, has long felt the need for 

ceremonial speaking* Realising this need, Aristotle, in 

putting together his systematic arrangement of the art 

ox public speaking, nauaed it as one of the three types 

of oratory, the other two being deliberative and forensic# 

To the Greeks the purpose of ceremonial speeches was 

simply to display* Their ceremonial speeches consisted 

of praise or blame upon their Gods, upon man, cities, places, 

or public works« 

This form of speaking is still used today, but rather 

than considering it as oratory of display, it is now consid-

ered as ceremonial speaking or speaking on special occasion©* 

The scope of this type of oratory now includes the intro-

ducing of speakers, presenting or receiving awards, welcoming 

guests, formal farewells, commemorating anniversaries and 

events like graduation, eulogies, nominating candidates, inau-

gurating terms of office, and speaking appropriate words at 

social occasions. 

Authorities agree that occasional speeches have little 

similarity in form and content. However speeches of this 

nature are expected to please, say the fitting thing, and 

have grace and beauty. 

115 
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The invention for ceremonial speeches usually comes 

directly from the occasion. In case the occasion does not 

suggest a vital topic, the speaker may rely upon an idea 

related to the occasion* 

The invention for the cereiaonial speech is also greatly 

aided by the speaker having a knowledge of the audience• By 

having a knowledge of the audience, the speaker can then use 

the virtues they stoat admire. The virtues that are commonly 

tiled in ceremonial speaking are justice, courage, temperance, 

magnificence, magnanimity, liberality, gentleness, prudence, 

wisdom, genius, 'diligence, and achieveraent* 

The favors of fortune also play a part in the invention 

of ceremonial speaking. The favors of fortune that a speaker 

may deal with include advantages of race, wealth, connections, 

friendships, power, good health, beauty, vigor, talents, and 

other attributes that are either physically or eternally 

imposed# 

Another contributing factor to the invention of cere-

monial speaking is general knowledge• It is important in 

any kind of speaking that the speaker be able to relate his 

knowledge of other things to the particular situation* 

The invention for ceremonial speaking is also greatly 

aided by a use of the methods of amplification. For lis* 

teners to appreciate the ideas presented they must fully 

understand them* Amplification helps to keep the ideas 
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before the audience longer# The specific methods of ampli-

fication include estimation, augmentation, similarity, and 

cumulation. 

The disposition for ceremonial speaking follows the 

same pattern as for any other type speaking. ?*>dern 

writers suggest that quite often speeches of this nature 

Mill omit an introduction or a conclusion because of their 

brevity# 

When introductions are used in ceremonial speaking, 

they may be used for the same purposes they would be used 

in other forms of speaking* These include gaining attention, 

creating good will, and orienting the audience for what is to 

follow. 

The bodies of the special occasion speeches carry the 

main ideas as the body of any kind of speech. However, in 

this situation the body usually consists of incidents or 

facts to show there is reason for celebration, or compli-

mentary facts# 

The conclusions for ceremonial speeches are designed 

to give a lasting effect# This often takes the form of a 

challenge, quotation, summary, or appeal. 

Style is important in any kind of speaking, but it 

appears to take on a special significance in ceremonial • 

speaking because the ©v«ir-all purpose is to please# In 

discussing style, rhetoricians have done so in a descrip-

tive way rather than a prescriptive way# The reason for 
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this is that it is almost Impossible to prescribe a style 

for a speaker to follow in a certain situation* It 5s 

thus assumed that the general qualities ef style are accept* 

able in this type oratory. The qualities that have been 

considered in this paper are correctneus, simplicity, appro 

prlatenesB, and ornateneas. 

Since this study is designed to describe and evaluate 

John P. Kennedy as a ceremonial speaker, various tilings may 

be pointed out a© boing typical of his speeches of this 

nature* 

His Invention revealed a very accurate knowledge o£ 

the occasion and the audience. This knowledge was shorn 

by various statements in his speeches about the occasions 

and the audiences* 

Because of his knox̂ lcdge, he was able to use the 

virtues which the audience approved, Kennedy used most 

of the virtues listed by "rhetoricians, hut he rtade an 

especially heavy use of the virtues of achievement, cour-

age, and iMgnariiis.ity • Although these virtues were things 

of which the audiences would approve, they Mere also things 

that were very prevalent in the life of John F« Kennedy* 

Achievement was a very integral part of Kennedy's home 

life, and it was also a very important part of his per* 

#onai philosophy* Magnaniaiity, which Kennedy praised, m a 

also connected with his personal life, Kennedy's father 

encouraged this quality in his children by endowing 
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each with a trust fund of more than #1,000,000, The purpose 

of this endowment was to insure the children of financial 

security while they devoted themselves to public service, 

Kennedy's war experiences and his experience in public office 

also contributed to his knowledge of this virtue, Kennedy 

also often praised courage# It is very easy to determine 

that Kennedy valued courage. Ho displayed courage in Joining 

the service during World War II because he could have been 

exerapt due to his back injuries. Kennedy also displayed 

courage during the war when his PT boat was destroyed* 

Throughout the many operations that were required on his 

back, Kennedy continued to show great personal couragei 

During the time he was recuperating, he read about great 

men of courage in Aiaerican history and then wrote his book 

about man of courage entitled, Profiles in Courage* 

Although classical rhetoricians emphasized that cere-

monial speakers should use the favors of fortune in delivering 

speeches of praise, this particular aspect of invention was 

not very prevalent in Kennedy*s ceremonial addresses• The 

classical writers usually thought of a cerenonial speech as 

one delivered basically upon a person. Modern ceremonial 

speaking takes on a broader implication. Therefore, much 

of Kennedy's ceremonial speaking deals with broader topics 

that do not lend themselves readily to favors of fortune. 

The only way that Kennedy used this particular aspect of 

invention was to show members of the audience how they 
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had b«en favored by their forefathers and thus attempt to 

motivate them to carry out the tradition. 

Kennedy's invention was also characterized by a broad 

knowledge of many matters. This knowledge cams from his 

persons1 experiences, his understanding of history and 

literature, and his insight into various problems that 

confront the American people# 

Kennedy amplified his speeches through the use of 

estimation and augmentation. 

In short, the invention in all of Kennedy1a speeches 

on ceremonial occasions followed very closely the suggested 

form of invention mentioned by modern writersfor the 

various occasions# 

The disposition of Kennedy's speeches was character-

ised by the inclusion of en introduction, body, and conclusion, 

although many of the writers maintain that ceremonial speeches 

do not need to use all three of these. 

The opening remarks usually established good wiH. In 

doing this, Kennedy always referred to the occasion and then 

usually presented some experience that would link himself 

and his audience• Possibly, the introduction also provided 

the audience with some needed information for a better under* 

standing of the body of the speech. This was especially 

true if Kennedy were speaking on some topic that did not 

come directly fron the occasion but was related. 
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v/hari Kennedy gave a speech of coinnieraoration. the body 

of the speech contained incidents, facts, and reasons for 

calibration. IJhen lie gave a speech of courtesy. the body 

consisted nainly of complimentary facta. 

As might be expected, Kennedy deviated a little from 

this pattern on gorae occasions. This «as true in situations 

which demanded that the President say nor© than just vihat 

vias necessary to fulfill the cerenonial occasion, 

Kennedy concluded his coreaonial spoecho3 with a 

summary or a quotation, but whatever he usod it contained 

appeals to the amotions in attempts to excite challenges• 

This again reflects a very close relationship between the 

persona! life of John F. Kennedy and his ceremonial speak-

ing. 

Generally Kennedy*3 disposition followed the suggestions 

of classical and modern writers, and his thoughts flowed in 

a mry orderly fashion. 

The style for Kennedy's cerenonial speeches was very 

correct. Kennedy used clear and distinct connecting words 

or phrases• He used specific words, thus avoiding collo-

quialisms, archaisms, and -word coinages. If necessary, 

Kennedy used some qualifying statements to avoid being 

ambiguous. 

Kennedy's style v»as very clear. This he achieved by 

being very plain-spoken and exercising economy in lan-

guage . 
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V. hi 3 -Taulity, I!£mnedy .̂ ouai "er v-1 M s cadienee, his raessage, 

and rilritiel:", 

Sennteuy ol-jvated hie disposition tlir-ough th$ skillful 

handling cc? y-icr is and rî -iT.fcivw electa-its* However, Kennedy 

did not. overdo tl*3 - X S Li iJ jJ' c-ct tie the doĝ -ee od illuming content 

"go su?;?er» He uaod the stylistic Matures to roinTorce the 

thought, and they did not call undue attention to themselves • 

Although one :'d#it c:;ĵ ct a ho<r/y -.130 o:J in&gery in 

cersiii; * <4,1«L ot I apeaking, Ls*i«i, I..- ViĉS a kij w "eund in ILonnodyfs 

The iruin types of J . ^ u c ;fou:;C in KsraiQdy*s sneaking 

were L^tapLcrs;, scoe e xaa^Ios el" joracnnricauion, repeti-

tion, cs&l parallel structure od s'jutuiientc» 

1'onnedy was net guilty od the co^or* error committed 

by aany ^©renonial speakers who have -2 tendency to use 

excessive high sounding words# 

Generally it can bu said that Kennedy's use or 

invention, disposition, and style uas in very close 

accord with the suggestions given by classical and modern 

rhetoricians for ceremonial spoakir <»» 

ir John F» Kennedy were alive today, and an individual 

went to hear fciia speak at some ceremonial occasion, one 
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could, from'what this paper has said, expect a certain type 

of speech. It would open with a reference to the occasion, 

and the listener would find that Kennedy was in some way 

connected with hits and/or the situation* The speech would 

show considerable knowledge of the history and meaning of 

the occasion! om would feel that he was hearing a man who 

understood history and had gone to the trouble of learning 

specific facts about the particular situation. There would 

be considerable reference to the qualities an individual 

would find admirable, with specific attention to magnanim-

ity, courage, and achievement. the speech would close with 

some sort of challenge to one to be worthy of the occasion 

being honored. Listening to such a speech, one might not 

be aware that the style was correct, clear, and occasionally 

colorful, for Kennedy was not prone to use language that 

called attention to itself* The student of rhetoric would 

find in Kennedy's speech a close correlation with what he 

had learned about ceremonial speaking from both classicists 

and modern writers! he would also find a close reflection 

of the kind of man Kennedy was, and the kind of background 

from which to emerged. 

Since Kennedy followed the advice of the authorities 

in the field, and since he exhibited in his ceremonial speak-

ing those qualities that made him so liked and admired by 

the American people, it would see© safe to say that John F» 

Kennedy was at least as good in ceremonial speaking as he 
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is generally acclaimed to he in other types of public 

address * 
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